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Thesis Advisor: Steven L. Jacques Ph.D.

Oral bacteria related disease such as periodontal disease and dental caries affects over 75% of adults over 35 years in the US. Resolving this issue becomes more difficult as antibiotic-resistance strains of bacteria in a biofilm pose an increasing challenge for dental care. Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is an antibiotic treatment that employs oxidation by a light-activated photosensitizer (PS) to kill targeted bacteria cells. PDT is a good alternative to regular antibiotics approaches because (1) the dual selectivity of PDT (PS can target to the bacteria cells and the illumination can be directed to the infected area), and (2) the difficulty for bacteria to develop resistance to PDT. The objective of this study is to understand the dosimetry of PDT for oral biofilm in order to design PDT protocols, using optical technologies.

Research on this antibiotic effect of PDT is still in its early stage needs contributions from many different areas such as microbiology, biomedical optics, dentistry and
biochemistry. This study presents the research using optical methods such as reflectance spectroscopy and confocal microscopy to monitor the uptake of photosensitizers (PS) into bacterial suspensions (planktonic state, using reflectance spectroscopy) and bacterial biofilms (biofilm state, using confocal reflectance) dosimetry. The threshold PDT dose (photons absorbed by PS per g of cells) was determined as $3.6 \times 10^{21}$ by cell survival studies following increasing light exposures, for both planktonic and biofilm states of bacteria. However the threshold radiant exposure $H_{th}$ for biofilm (18 J/cm$^2$) was about 10-fold higher than $H_{th}$ in the planktonic state (1.3 J/cm$^2$). This is because the photosensitizer concentration in the lower layer of biofilm is much less than the planktonic state photosensitizer concentration. The ability of treatment light to penetrate a tooth to achieve PDT both at surfaces and within the tooth, e.g., in cracks or fissures, was studied using a Monte Carlo program that simulates the structure of a tooth.

In summary, three topics were addressed: (1) uptake of PS by planktonic and biofilm bacteria, (2) the threshold PDT dose required to kill planktonic and biofilm bacteria, and (3) a Monte Carlo simulation of the tooth to assess the ability of PDT treatment light to reach different parts of a tooth. The significance of this work is that the tools (optical assessment of PS uptake, Monte Carlo model for light delivery) and dosage information (PDT threshold lethal dose) are pertinent to design of PDT protocols for antibacterial effect on oral bacteria.
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Photodynamic therapy and its antibiotic applications

Disease-causing microbes that have become resistant to drug therapy, which is called antibiotics resistance [1], are an increasing public health problem. The mutation of bacteria helps a microbe to survive in the presence of an antibiotic drug and the new strain will quickly become predominant throughout the microbial population. Another major contributor to antibiotic-resistance is the inappropriate prescription of antibiotics [2, 3]. The emergence of antibiotic-resistance among pathogenic bacteria has led to a major research effort to find alternative antibacterial therapeutics, e.g. photodynamic therapy (PDT) [4, 5] which is going to be studied in this dissertation.

PDT employs a combination of photosensitizing drug, or photosensitizer (PS), and activating light, in the presence of oxygen, to kill targeted bacteria cells [5]. PS is converted to an excited-state by absorbing a photon. This excited-state PS then undergoes an intersystem crossing to a slightly lower energy, but a longer lived triplet-state, which may then react further via one of two pathways known as Type I and Type II photoprocesses [12], as shown in Figure 1.1 [5]. Type I pathway involves electron-transfer reactions from the triplet state of PS with the participation of a substrate to produce radical ions that then react with oxygen to produce cytotoxic species, such as superoxide, hydroxyl and lipid-derived radicals [13]. The Type II pathway involves energy transfer from the triplet-state PS to ground-state oxygen to produce an excited-state singlet oxygen, which can oxidize biological molecules, such
as proteins, nucleic acids and lipids, and can lead to cytotoxicity [14].

Researchers have successfully achieved PDT inactivation of bacteria in the laboratory. There are two basic mechanisms that have been proposed to account for the lethal damage of bacteria by PDT: (i) DNA damage [15, 16] and (ii) damage to the cytoplasmic membrane, causing leakage of cellular contents or inactivation of membrane transport systems and enzymes, as shown in Figure 1.2 [17].
PDT has significant future antibiotic applications [6]. Multi-antibiotic resistance of pathogens, especially bacteria, is a rapidly growing and alarming phenomenon and alternative antibiotics treatments are urgently being sought. In many localized infections, oral or systemically delivered antibiotics are not particularly effective. In recent years, clinical application of PDT has remained focused on the dosimetry of light and administered PS [7]. The concept of implicit dosimetry was introduced by Wilson et al. [8] and involves measuring various changing properties of a PS, such as the rate constant of photobleaching, or triplet decay time, to determine the singlet oxygen production during PDT.

The efficacy of PDT depends on a variety of parameters: the concentration of the PS [18, 19] at the time of treatment; the wavelength [20], fluence and irradiance of the treatment light [21]; and the availability of oxygen [23] within the illuminated space. The complicated conditions of PDT have resulted in variable treatment outcomes.
Therefore, methods which can instantly measure the PS uptake and simulate the light propagation will be very valuable for design of PDT protocols for clinical applications [10, 11].

Microbial cells have large differences in the cellular structure and organization between gram positive bacteria and gram negative bacteria as shown in Figure 1.3. These differences have dramatic effects in modulating the interaction of added photosensitize with cell constituents, hence in affecting the efficiency and the mechanism of the PDT killing processes. The outer wall of gram negative bacteria has an additional 10~15 nm thick structural element, which has a very heterogeneous composition, including proteins, lipopolysaccharide trimers and lipoproteins giving the outer surface a quasi-continuum of densely packed negative charges. Such a highly organized system inhibits the penetration of host cellular and humoral defense factors and triggers mechanisms of resistance against several antibiotic drugs including some commonly used photosensitize. And that is the reason gram negative bacteria are more difficult to kill compared to gram positive bacteria. [19]

Figure 1.3 Cell wall structure of Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria
1.2 Oral biofilm PDT

1.2.1 Structure and components of tooth

Figure 1.4 Tooth Structure

Figure 1.5 shows the tooth structure. Enamel and dentin, cementum, and dental pulp are the four major tissues which make up the tooth. Tooth enamel is the hardest and most highly mineralized substance of the body. It is the normally visible portion of a tooth and is supported by underlying dentin. Ninety-six percent of enamel consists of mineral, with water and organic material composing the rest [88]. The normal color of enamel varies from light yellow to grayish white. Enamel's primary mineral is hydroxyapatite, which is a crystalline calcium phosphate. This is the same material that is used in this work to grow biofilm: hydroxyapatite (HA) discs. The large amount of minerals in enamel accounts not only for its strength but also for its brittleness.

Dentin is covered by enamel or cementum and lays over the pulp. By weight, seventy percent of dentin consists of the mineral, hydroxyapatite, twenty percent is organic
material, and ten percent is water. However this content proportion varies and this is one of the reasons that the reported optical properties of dentin reported by different investigators significantly differ. Yellow in appearance, dentin greatly affects the color of a tooth due to the translucency of enamel. Dentin, which is less mineralized and less brittle than enamel, is necessary for the support of enamel. Dentin consists of microscopic channels, called dentinal tubules, which radiate outward through the dentin from the pulp to the exterior cementum or enamel border. These tubules contain fluid and cellular structures. As a result, tooth bacteria and biofilm can reside in dentin and tooth decay may be induced. According to this fact, we have to find some way to estimate the light deposition in the target region which may be inside the tooth in our PDT study [112].

The dental pulp is the central part of the tooth filled with soft connective tissue. This tissue contains blood vessels and nerves that enter the tooth from a hole at the apex of the root. The pulp is important when designing a treatment protocol because one must ensure that the light dose will not damage the pulp, which has a relatively high optical absorption coefficient [112].

Cementum is a specialized bony substance covering the root of a tooth. Because of its location and its size, cementum does not affect light propagation in the tooth. This structure is ignored in the tooth model presented in this thesis in order to simplify our model.

Besides the 4 components above, Gum (Gingiva) is part of the soft tissue lining of the mouth. It consists of the mucosal tissue that overlays the bone. It surrounds the teeth and provides a seal around them. Healthy gum is usually coral pink, but may contain pigmentation. Oral bacteria can lead to many gingival and periodontal disorders, including gingivitis or pyorrhea, which is the major cause for tooth loosening or being lost [112].
1.2.2 Dental diseases and biofilm

Dental diseases such as periodontal disease and dental caries are one of the most common diseases in the US. In fact, more than 75% of adults over 35 years in the US have dental diseases. Recent medical research has shown a direct correlation to periodontal disease and systemic health [9]. One of the periodontal diseases, periodontitis (Figure 1.6) is a dental disorder that results from the progression of gingivitis (inflammation of the gums) involving inflammation and infection of the ligaments and bones that support the teeth. The key factor of periodontal disease is dental plaque. Bacteria in the dental plaque around the teeth release enzymes (collagenases) that can damage and erode the gum tissues. The infected gums swell, bleed easily, recede, and loosen from the teeth. The dental caries (Figure 1.7) is a collection of infected material resulting from bacterial infection of the center (pulp) of a tooth. In the dental plaque there are bacteria which form acids. The acids decalcify the surface of the tooth so that the enamel becomes softer and chalk-white in color. This is the first sign of caries in a tooth. The bacteria and acids then move into the decalcified part and continue damaging the tooth. If the caries process is allowed to run its course without interruption, the tooth will decalcify until the dentin is reached and finally become sensitive to cold and sugars.
Figure 1.5 Tooth under periodontitis attacks

Source: the American Accreditation HealthCare Commission
Since the end of the 20th century, dental researchers began to look at dental plaque as a microbial biofilm. Biofilm state microbes are broadly defined as adherent microorganisms within a polymeric matrix, typically comprising exopolysaccharide that develops into a complex community as shown in Figure 1.8 [24]. In contrast, bacteria suspended in a liquid medium are in the planktonic state. Growth of bacteria as a biofilm almost always leads to a large increase in resistance to antimicrobial agents, in comparison to planktonic state bacteria grown in conventional liquid media, with up to 1000-fold increases in resistance reported [26, 27]. Currently, there is no generally accepted mechanism to account for the broad resistance of microbial biofilms [28-31].
Figure 1.7 Polymicrobial biofilm grown on a stainless steel surface in a laboratory potable water biofilm reactor for 14 days, then stained with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and examined by epifluorescence microscopy. Bar, 20 µm. Photograph by Ricardo Murga and Rodney Donlan, CDC.

Periodontitis is an inflammatory disease of gingival tissue induced by the bacteria residing in the dental plaque on the subgingival tooth surface. The oral cavity is heavily colonized by a complex relatively specific and highly interrelated range of micro-organisms [38]. The inflammation leads to pocket formation in the gum tissue, attachment loss, bone destruction and possible tooth loss [33].

The contribution of biofilm to human infections [25] is also found in other sites of the human body, for example, the well-known device-related infections such as those associated with artificial joints, prosthetic heart valves and catheters [32]. Recent surveys indicate that catheter-associated bacteremia following catheter-related infection is by far the leading cause of nosocomial bloodstream infection in the
A major part of the biofilm problem in nosocomial infections is transmission within the institute itself, i.e. hospital acquired infection (HAI). Hygiene practices that are quite adequate in everyday life are not acceptable in the health care system, owing to the greater propensity for disease development in already ill or immuno-compromised patients. There is a significant need for hospital treatments of patients with infections that does not require antibiotics, and PDT may be such a treatment [35].

1.2.3 Streptococcus mutans and oral disease

Streptococcus mutans is a gram-positive, facultatively anaerobic bacteria commonly found in the human oral cavity and is a significant contributor to tooth decay.[100] Figure 1.9 shows the strains of S.mutans bacteria.

Figure 1.8 Gram stain of S. mutans, Source: CDC Public Health Image Library

S.mutans plays the key role in tooth decay, metabolizing sucrose to lactic acid [105]. The acidic environment created by S.mutans in the mouth causes the highly
mineralized tooth enamel to be vulnerable to dental decay. *S.*mutans is one of a few specialized organisms with receptors for adhesion to the surface of tooth. Sucrose is utilized by *S.*mutans to produce a sticky, extracellular, dextran-based polysaccharide that allows them to cohere to each other forming a biofilm. *S.*mutans produces dextran via the enzyme dextranucrase (a hexosyltransferase) using sucrose as a substrate in the following reaction:

\[
n \text{sucrose} \rightarrow (\text{glucose})_n + n \text{fructose}
\]

Sucrose is the only sugar that *S.*mutans can use to form this sticky polysaccharide [100]. It is also used to culture biofilm in experiments in this study.

Many other sugars such as glucose, fructose and lactose can be digested by *S.*mutans, but they produce lactic acid as an end product. It is the combination of biofilm (plaques) and acid that leads to tooth decay [106]. Due to the role that *S.*mutans plays in tooth decay, there have been many attempts to make a vaccine for the organism. So far, such vaccines have not been successful in humans [107]. Recently, proteins involved in the colonization of teeth by *S.*mutans have been shown to produce antibodies that inhibit the cariogenic process [108].

### 1.2.4 Oral biofilm treatment

The oral biofilm (plaques) are usually treated by mechanical methods such as tooth brushing and scraping. These kinds of methods will not totally remove the oral biofilm and the surviving biofilm will regrow. Some patients such as epidermolysis bullosa patients are not compatible with these mechanical methods. An alternative treatment is antibacterial drugs. There is no drug with significant antibiotic effect on oral bacteria and biofilm. The problems of antibacterial drug treatment include [54]: 1) increased resistance to most antibiotics used in periodontology, 2) an increased number of immune suppressed patients, 3) periodontal infections caused by many diverse pathogens requiring different antibiotics with different risks of adverse reactions.
PDT could be a good alternative approach to treat the oral biofilm causing periodontal diseases and dental caries diseases. PDT for oral biofilm has the advantage of dual selectivity: (1) PS can target the bacteria cells and the treatment light can be selectively delivered to the infected area. (2) reactive oxygen species produced by PDT are difficult for the microorganism to defend against [35]. Researchers have reported using PDT to treat oral biofilm with light from a helium/neon laser and greater than 95% of biofilm bacteria were killed [36]. Electron microscopic evidence for the destruction of biofilm structure has been reported for dental-type biofilms treated with a cationic PS, zinc phthalocyanine [37].

1.2.5 Antibiotic PDT Selectivity Issue

For the antibiotic use of PDT, it is very important that the PS binds selectively to bacteria and/or biofilm with negligible staining of the gum or other tissue. Binding is a prerequisite for the inactivation effect of PDT. Binding selectivity is crucial for PDT to avoid unwanted tissue damage.

Hamblin’s group used P. gingivalis (gram positive bacteria), A. viscosus (gram negative bacteria) and HCPC-1 (epithelial cell) to test binding selectivity [50]. They found that the binding ratio of bacteria over epithelial cells is over 100:1 for cationic conjugate and 10:1to 50:1 for pL-C₆₆. That is the reason why Toluidine Blue O (TBO) and Methylene Blue (MB), cationic dyes, can be the optimized photosensitizer for antibiotic PDT.

They also reported on the inactivation of E. coli in mouse wounds to prove that that bacteria-targeted PDT could be used as a treatment for localized infections, without unacceptable tissue damage [51]. They used a nonpathogenic bacterial strain that was eliminated in untreated control wounds over a period of 1-2 days. They also showed that PDT has an equal effect in treating infections caused by an invasive pathogen that, if left untreated, will inevitably cause death.
Another evidence for PDT binding is histological examination of the periodontal tissues of the rats following PDT [52]. The histological results showed no adverse effects, in that no ulcer formation on the epithelium or inflammation in the connective tissue was detected even with the highest light doses and Toluidine Blue O (TBO) concentrations used.

TBO, among other dyes, was reported to preferentially photosensitize carcinoma, or other tumor, cells and have lesser effects on normal cells [53]. A 90% reduction of the colonogenicity of human epidermoid carcinoma was achieved with 0.67 M TBO and 1 J/cm² of white light, whereas normal hamster ovary cells were highly resistant to the photosensitizing effects.

1.3 PS uptake analysis with optical measurement

PS uptake is a very important issue in PDT treatment. PS should be selectively taken up by bacteria cells to ensure that PDT will only kill the bacteria but not damage the surrounding tissue [34]. Another issue in PDT for biofilms is that PS should be taken up by bacteria throughout the biofilm including the bottom layer of biofilm, so that oxidative treatment can occur throughout in the biofilm and all the bacteria in the biofilm will be killed.

Fluorescence measurement is a good approach to assess the PS uptake because most PS are fluorescent dyes or may be labeled with suitable fluorophores [55]. Fluorescence is increasingly used as a diagnostic tool to detect cancer, to monitor the intrinsic PDT dose, and to monitor fluorescent drug pharmacokinetics. However, quantitative models for the fluorescence signal have not been well developed.

To obtain quantitative information, such as fluorophore concentration, from the fluorescence measurement is complicated because of the complex photon propagation process [56]. Excitation light must penetrate the tissue to reach the fluorophores, and
fluorescence emission must escape the tissue to be observed. Light propagation in tissue is often expressed using diffusion theory, which depends on the two optical properties, the reduced-scattering coefficient $\mu'_s$ and the absorption coefficient $\mu_a$, for both the excitation and fluorescence emission wavelengths. Knowledge of local optical properties is essential for fluorophore quantification. A number of approaches to fluorophore quantification have been reported to minimize the effect of the optical properties of the medium on the detected signal [57-60]. In each of these techniques the detected signal is compared with a reference measurement (e.g. the signal from a known concentration in a tissue-simulating phantom), however the difficulty is that the fluorophore may have different properties in different environments, i.e. the absorption of excitation light and the efficiency of fluorescence emission.

1.4 Working Goals

In this study, two key factors in PDT, the PS distribution and the light dose, are investigated. These two factors are crucial for design of an oral antibiotic PDT protocol. The current research in this field has mostly focused on finding the proper PS for different bacteria and helping the PS penetrate into the biofilm. Quantitative analysis is still limited.

The threshold PDT dose for killing oral bacteria in planktonic and biofilm states will be determined. This determination relies on quantifying (1) the PS taken up by the bacteria, (2) the treatment light delivered to the bacteria, (3) the survival of bacteria after PDT treatment.

(1) PS uptake:
The PS concentration in planktonic bacteria is difficult to assess because of the small size of bacteria and the tiny amount of PS absorption. A method is presented based on a diffuse light reflectance measurement from a standard scattering solution to which bacteria with PS have been added. This method has been tested to be accurate and
robust. The method is used to study the dynamics of PS uptake by planktonic bacteria. This work is discussed in Chapter 3.

The PS concentration in biofilm is more difficult to measure because the distribution of PS in the biofilm is not homogenous. Researchers may use the fluorescence method to measure PS uptake, however fluorescence can only tell the amount but not the distribution of PS. Also, quantification is difficult because the PS fluorescence quantum yield is unknown and varies in different environments.

Some researchers break the biofilm and collect the cells to measure the PS concentration, but then the PS distribution information is missing. In other words, the average PS concentration does not address the issue of PS distribution. The penetration of PS into the biofilm is a key issue that needs to be considered.

Instead of fluorescence measurement, this report relies on the absorption properties of the PS to assess uptake and distribution. A reflectance-mode confocal microscope is used to measure the biofilm with and without added PS. The difference in the confocal signal specifies the PS concentration. Hence, a 3D image of the PS concentration is acquired. Using this method, the dynamics of PS uptake are specified, and the uniformity of PS uptake is assessed. Additionally, the biofilm was broken up by vortex and resuspended and washed, then assayed by the reflectance spectroscopy method that was used for assay of uptake by planktonic bacteria.

(2) Treatment light:
The broad-band treatment light was characterized by spectroscopically specifying the power delivered per incremental wavelength, and specifying the absorption of this treatment light by the PS at each incremental wavelength. The product of (delivered light)(absorption) was integrated over the full wavelength range. The result is the light dose. For convenience, this dose could be described as equivalent to a specific power at one single wavelength, e.g., 633 nm red light, times the absorption by PS at this
wavelength. Combined with the data on uptake of PS, and considering the volume of each bacterium, the light dose could be specified as the number of photons absorbed by PS per g of bacteria. This is the definition of a PDT dose.

(3) Survival studies:
Survival studies document the killing effect of PDT on planktonic state and biofilm state bacteria. Survival curves are recorded as colonies formation units (CFU) versus radiant exposure of treatment light (J/cm²). For biofilms, after PDT treatment, the biofilm is broken up and resuspended in solution for plating to allow colony formation units.

The results of the studies of (1) PS uptake, (2) treatment light and (3) survival after PDT, the threshold PDT dosage is specified. The results show that PS uptake is a limiting factor for PDT treatment of biofilm. The results are consistent with both planktonic and biofilm having a similar sensitivity to PDT, expressed as a threshold PDT dose of $3.6 \times 10^{21}$ photons/g, i.e., photons absorbed by PS per g of bacteria. However, the limited ability of PS to penetrate to the bottom layer of a biofilm allows a residual ~0.1% of the biofilm bacteria at the deepest layers of the biofilm to take up only about $1/71$ the amount of PS that is taken up by the bacteria in the superficial layers of the biofilm. Hence, the dose of light required for killing the bottom-most bacteria is increased about 71-fold, from a 1/e (63% killing) radiant exposure of 0.77 J/cm² to an exposure of 55 J/cm². Hence, the threshold PDT dosage for killing biofilm state bacteria appears to be much higher than the threshold for killing planktonic state bacteria. This conclusion is consistent with other group’s work, and the PDT dosage is also compared with other target cell-PS couples. However, the difference is attributed in this report to the difficulty of PS to penetrate uniformly throughout the biofilm.

Finally, a study of light propagation in the tooth provides a design guide for planning light delivery to both the surface and interior of a tooth, e.g., in cracks and fissures, for clinical practice. Sometimes the target bacterial cells are not located on the surface of
tooth, but in cracks or fissures. The light propagation model can guide the amount and location of irradiation that ensures sufficient PDT dose for killing bacteria. A 3D Monte Carlo simulation of light transport in a tooth is presented in Chapter 6. Example uses of tooth Monte Carlo program are also presented.

In summary, oral antibiotic photodynamic therapy will be studied with regard to photosensitizer uptake and distribution, light source calibration, threshold PDT dose analysis, and light propagation in a tooth model.
Chapter 2

Photosensitizer: Uptake and Distribution Profile in the Biofilm

This chapter includes two sections. In section A, reflectance method was yielded to access the photosensitizer uptake in the bacteria, for both planktonic and biofilm state. In section B, a confocal light propagation model was developed and validated to determine the photosensitizer distribution profile.
Chapter 2A:

Average Photosensitizer Uptake Measurement of Oral Bacteria in Planktonic and Biofilm States

Abstract

The average photosensitizer uptake by oral bacteria (S. Mutans) in both planktonic and biofilm states is determined using method based on optical reflectance. Bacteria that have taken up the photosensitizer Toluidine Blue O (TBO), either in planktonic or in biofilm that has been resuspended by vortex, were washed by centrifugation then added to a standard scattering medium consisting of polystyrene microspheres. The diffuse reflectance from the standard before and after adding the bacteria was measured. The bacterial TBO caused a drop in reflectance. Calibration was achieved by adding a known amount of TBO to the test standard scattering medium. This method allows measurements of low levels of TBO based on absorption because the scattering processed causes light to repeatedly expose each TBO molecule. Hence the absorption process is enhanced. Also, the difficulty of directly measuring a suspension of bacteria with its associated light scattering is avoided. The results show the time dynamics of TBO uptake by planktonic bacteria, in which bacteria achieve maximal concentrations after 15-20 min of exposure to a bathing solution with TBO. A typical number for planktonic state photosensitizer concentration was 3.1x10^3 mg/L (40 mg/L solution concentration with 20 minutes waiting) and the biofilm state photosensitizer concentration was 1.1x10^3 mg/L (80 mg/L solution concentration with 60 minutes waiting).

2A.1 Introduction:

Photosensitizer uptake is an important factor in Photodynamic Therapy because only
the photosensitizer in the bacteria cells have a killing effect. Photosensitizer concentration is much higher in the bacterial cell because the photosensitizer is selectively absorbed by bacteria in comparison to surround soft oral tissues [68-70]. To design a PDT treatment, the threshold PDT dose, $PDT_{th}$ [photons absorbed by photosensitizer per g bacteria], should be carefully investigated. Equation 2.1 shows the factors that affect the dosage threshold [71, 72].

$$PDT_{th} = ET \ln(10) \varepsilon C_{ps} \frac{\lambda}{hc\rho} \ [\text{photons/g}] \ [2.1]$$

In a photodynamic process, either singlet oxygen or another super oxidized molecule is generated. These molecules will kill the target cells [73, 78]. The singlet oxygen and super oxidized molecule have a very short lifetime [74]. Only the singlet oxygen and super oxidized molecules that are located within the target cells have a killing effect. Therefore only the photosensitizer in the target cells will contribute to the photodynamic therapy.

The photosensitizer (PS) has significant selectivity for the target bacterial cells. The concentration in the bacteria cells is much higher than the PS concentration in the surrounding media. The $C_{ps}$ in the equation 2.1 is the photosensitizer concentration within the target cells. This chapter, will find an approach to measure this concentration.

PS selectivity is a very important feature for PDT process [76, 77]. Because of the PS selectivity, only the target cells will be killed by PDT and other cells will not be damaged. Therefore, finding the PS concentration for exposure to the target cells which yields good selectivity is one of the key tasks for researchers. For the subject bacteria cell S. mutans in this study, Toluidine Blue O (TBO) has been reported, along with other photosensitizers such as Methylene Blue and members of the porphyrin family [77].
In this chapter the photosensitizer concentration in cells will be studied and in chapter 2B the photosensitizer distribution in biofilm will be studied.

2A.2 Methods

2A.2.1 Planktonic Bacteria Culture Protocol

Streptococcus mutans (ATCC 25175) was used as subject bacteria. The bacteria were in planktonic state in the media.

1. Plating on brain heart infusion (BHI) agar of S mutants form -80°C glycerol stock and incubation at 37°C in a CO₂ incubator for 1 day.

2. Inoculation of S. mutans into 5ml BHI broth and incubation at 37°C in a CO₂ incubator for 2 days.

3. Take 1ml culture and inoculate into 5ml BHI broth and incubate at 37°C in a CO₂ incubator with TBO solution for different incubation time (5 min, 10 min, 15 min, 20 min and 40 min).

4. Bacteria was diluted and grown on the BHI plate for 1 day in a CO₂ incubator for CFU counting.

2A.2.2 PS Preparation

Toluidine Blue O (TBO, Fisher Scientific, NY) was used as photosensitizer. TBO powder was put into distilled water to make the stock solution. The TBO stock solution was 160 mg/L.

2A.2.3 TBO uptake process

Different Concentration of TBO was put into the S. mutants to the test the uptake effect. Each well was put into 1 ml bacteria solution. In first five wells, 1 ml TBO stock solution was put into each well. In the second five wells, 0.5 ml TBO stock solution and 0.5 ml water was put into each well. In the third five wells, 0.25 ml TBO stock solution and 0.75 ml water was put into each well. The final TBO concentration was 80 mg/L, 40 mg/L, and 20 mg/L. And the final bacteria concentration was 5x10⁸
CFU/ml according to CFU counting. The bacteria TBO solution was put into dark environment and different waiting (incubation) time was tested.

The waiting time includes: 5 minutes, 10 minutes, 15 minutes, 20 minutes and 40 minutes. After the waiting process, the bacteria TBO solution was collected for next step: bacteria separation.

2A.2.4 Separate the Bacteria from Solution
The bacteria TBO solution was put into tube and centrifuge as speed 2000 RPM. The residue after centrifuge was collected and washed twice. Then it was put into the tube and resolved for spectrometry measurement.

2A.2.5 Phantom Making
Polystyrene sphere (0.5 μm diameter, Duke Scientific, CA), S. mutans with TBO (in different initial concentration and different waiting time) and water were used to make a phantom for reflectance measurement. The stock polystyrene sphere concentration was 10% v/v.

1 ml polystyrene sphere solution; 0.5 ml bacteria solution (for each initial concentration and waiting time) and 0.5 mL water were put into each well. Three standard solutions were also made: 0.5 ml TBO solution (16 mg/L); 0.5 ml TBO solution (4 mg/L) and 0.5 ml water; in each phantom, 1 ml polystyrene sphere solution and 0.5 ml water was also added to each phantom. The final concentration of TBO in these phantoms is 4 mg/L and 1 mg/L.

Figure 2.1 shows the reflectance phantoms. First three rows are phantoms including polystyrene sphere and S. mutans cells with TBO uptake. There are 15 S. mutans and polystyrene sphere phantoms totally (3 different initial concentrations and 5 different waiting time) only 9 is shown in this figure. The phantoms in 4th row are reflectance standards. The left one is polystyrene sphere (5% v/v) only phantom; the middle and
right phantoms are polystyrene sphere (5% v/v) with TBO solution (4 mg/L and 1 mg/L).

Phantoms include polystyrene spheres and S.mutans with TBO uptake

![Phantoms include polystyrene spheres and S.mutans with TBO uptake](image)

Figure 2.1 reflectance phantoms

**2A.2.6 Optical Setup**

Figure 2.2a shows the optical step for reflectance measurement of phantoms. Collimated light was irradiated to the phantom. A fiber collected lights reflected from the phantom. The fiber was connected with a spectrometer (OceanOptics, HR2000) and reflectance spectrum was recorded. This process is repeated for 18 phantoms. Figure 2.2b shows the optical setup for reflectance standard measurement. The collimated light was irradiated to a stack of white cards as reflectance standard. A fiber collected lights reflected from the phantom. The fiber was connected with the
OceanOptics spectrometer and reflectance spectrum of standard was recorded. Figure 2.2c shows the real optical setup for phantoms.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.2a reflectance measurement of phantoms**

**Figure 2.2b reflectance standard measurement**
2A.3 Theory

2A.3.1 Total reflectance in a homogenous media

Reflectance in a homogenous media depends on absorption coefficient and reduced scattering coefficient in the media [86], as equation 2.2

\[ R_d \approx e^{(-A\delta\mu_a)} = e^{\left(\frac{A}{\sqrt{3(1+N')}}\right)} \]

\[ \delta = \frac{1}{\sqrt{3\mu_a(\mu_a + \mu_s')}} \]  \[2.2\]

\[ N' = \frac{\mu_s'}{\mu_a} \]

Reflectance \( R_d \) can be calculated with known absorption coefficient \( \mu_a \) and reduced scattering coefficient \( \mu_s' \). If Reflectance \( R_d \) is known by measurement, and one of the absorption coefficient \( \mu_a \) and reduced scattering coefficient \( \mu_s' \) is also known, the other one will be also known using a fitting algorithm which will be explained later.
Figure 2.3 From measurements to unknowns; solid squares are known factors and dash squares are unknown factors

For reflectance spectrum each measurement, it includes the effects of light source S, effect of detector (spectrometer) D, geometry factor G and the reflectance \( R_d \) which we really want to know, as equation 2.3

\[ M = SR_d GD \] [2.3]

When we use this optical setup to measure a reflectance standard (a stack of name cards), effects of light source S, effect of detector (spectrometer) D, geometry factor G are not changed, reflectance of standard \( R_{std} \) is known to be around 0.9.

\[ M_{std} = SR_{std} GD \] [2.4]

If we take the ratio of equation 2.3 and 2.4 and reorganize this equation, the only unknown term is \( R_d \) and we can use this equation to get \( R_d \).

\[ R_d = \frac{M}{M_{std}} R_{std} \] [2.5]

2A.3.2 Data Fitting

When we have \( R_d \) by the measurement described above, and we have known one of absorption coefficient \( \mu_a \) and reduced scattering coefficient \( \mu_s' \), we can use a fitting algorithm to get the other one.

To get the unknowns, there are no direct equations we can use. The approach we used was a fitting algorithm based on Matlab function fminsearch. The goal is to find the
best guess of unknown factor and the criteria is the Real reflectance measurement and the reflectance derived by guess value has least different.

Figure 2.4 is an example. In this example, the known factor is $R_d$ and $\mu_a$ and we want to find the best fitting $\mu'_s$. The main program will send $R_d$ and $\mu_a$ to a subroutine called FitMusp through a Matlab function called “fminsearch”, in FitMusp a serial of $\mu'_s$ will be selected as a “guess $\mu'_s$” by a certain search strategy. The guess $\mu'_s$ and known $\mu_a$ will be sent to GetRd subroutine using equation 2.2 to get a “guess $R_d$”. The guess $R_d$ and measured $R_d$ is compared and best matched guess $R_d$ will be found which has least different with measured $R_d$. Finally the guess $\mu_s$ corresponding to the best matched guess $R_d$ will be known as the fitting result.

The program is written in Matlab and it also works for known $R_d$ and $\mu'_s$ to get $\mu_a$.

2A.3.3 Total reflectance for bacteria-polystyrene sphere phantom
In the bacteria with TBO uptake and polystyrene sphere solution, the reduced scattering coefficient mostly depends on the polystyrene sphere and the absorption coefficient mostly depends on the TBO in the solution. Polystyrene spheres’ concentration, size, shape, reflectance index ratio are provided by the manufacture and Mie theory can be used to get the reduced scattering coefficient. However since the concentration in polystyrene sphere stock solution is not accurate (e.g. evaporation
effect), we will use known absorber (TBO solution) to calibrate the polystyrene sphere reduced scattering coefficient; the Mie theory calculation result will only be a reference value.

1 mg/L and 4 mg/L TBO with polystyrene sphere solution was used to as reflectance standard, polystyrene sphere without TBO will be another reflectance standard. The goal of reflectance standard is to calibrate the polystyrene sphere scattering coefficient. The TBO absorption coefficient has been measured using a transmission experiment with OceanOptics spectrometer. Reflectance $R_d$ for the three phantoms has also been measured. In this case, the known factor is $R_d$ and $\mu_a$, using the fitting program $\mu_s'$ can be calculated and compared with the Mie theory result. As the scattering coefficient for polystyrene sphere is known, it will be used to get the TBO concentration in the bacteria.

2A.3.4 Photosensitizer uptake measurement for biofilm
To assess the photosensitizer uptake for a biofilm, the biofilm and 80 mg/L TBO was incubated in dark environment for 60 minutes. The biofilm was washed then vortexed vigorously for 60 seconds and washed again. Then suspended bacteria were collected by centrifugation and added to the polystyrene microsphere solution, as for the planktonic bacteria. The optical assessment of TBO uptake was the same as for the planktonic bacteria.

2A.4 Result
In the first step, three standard phantom $R_d$ measurements (using equation 2.3 with white card measurement) were put into the fitting routine together with known absorption coefficient according to the added TBO concentration and measured TBO extinction coefficient. Since we have three groups of data ($R_d$ and $\mu_a$) and only one unknown $\mu_s'$, the three groups of data will be put into the fitting program together and the fitting criteria becomes the summation of three different $R_d$ is least.
The scattering coefficient was 49.6 cm\(^{-1}\) using the fitting routine with measurement data and the result according to Mie theory with manufacture size information was 51.0 cm\(^{-1}\). The measured reduced scattering coefficient of polystyrene sphere is lower than the value from Mie theory. That means the polystyrene sphere concentration is lower than the manufacture provided value. It might because the polystyrene sphere deposit in the bottom of the solution. Although it was well shaken before using it, we can still see the white polystyrene sphere on the bottom.

Using the measured scattering coefficient for polystyrene sphere and the measured \(R_d\) for all bacteria solution, the absorption coefficient of TBO in the bacteria can be calculated as shown figure 2.5

![Figure 2.5 absorption coefficients derived from fitting program](image)

From Figure 2.5, we can see the uptake trend with increase of initial TBO concentration and increase of waiting time. Using equation 2.6, \(\mu_a\) and \(\varepsilon\) is known, \(C_{ps}\)
can be calculated. However, the $C_{ps}$ is actually concentration in the bacteria cells and $\mu_a$ is the concentration in the bacteria solution. Bacteria volume is only a very small fraction of volume in the solution. The bacteria size is known and the CFU concentration of bacteria is also measured, the volume fraction can be calculated.

$$\mu_a = \log(10) \varepsilon C_{ps} \quad [2.6]$$

![Figure 2.6 uptake concentrations for S. mutans cells](image)

Figure 2.5 shows the final $C_{ps}$ using equation 3.6 and the volume fraction conversion. (Only the bacteria with TBO has high absorption coefficient and the solvent is water which does not have significant absorption) We can see the photosensitizer concentration in the bacteria with different initial PS concentration and waiting time as shown in Figure 2.6.

The biofilm uptake was calculated as $1.1 \times 10^3$ mg/L for 80 mg/L initial bath solution using the same reflectance measurement and same fitting program as planktonic state S.mutans.
2A.5 Discussion

TBO uptake by S. mutans cells has relationship with the initial concentration. To show this relationship, Figure 2.7 uses another approach to organize the result of TBO concentration for different initial concentration and waiting time.

![Figure 2.7 TBO uptake vs. time](image)

**Figure 2.7 TBO uptake vs. time**

Red: 20 mg/L, Green: 40 mg/L, Blue: 80 mg/L (TBO initial concentration)

Circles: concentration from reflectance measurement, lines: fitting results

In Figure 2.7, we can see that photosensitizer (TBO) diffusion in the bacteria has three phases: waiting phase, absorption phase and saturation phase. The photosensitizer has to overcome a barrier before it can diffuse into the bacteria cells. The waiting time is inverse proportional to the initial concentration of photosensitizer. After the waiting phase, photosensitizer begins to penetrate the cell wall and deposits into the bacteria
cell. We can this time period as “absorption phase”. The absorption (diffusion) rate of photosensitizer is proportional to the initial concentration of photosensitizer. And after the absorption phase, the concentration of photosensitizer in the bacteria cells won’t increase significantly. We call this time period as “saturation phase”. In the saturation phase, the final photosensitizer concentration is proportional to the initial concentration of photosensitizer.

We can summarize the three phases of photosensitizer concentration as the following equation 2.7

$$C = 0, t < t_w$$

$$C = C_s (1 - e^{-(t-t_w)/\tau}), t > t_w$$ [2.7]

In equation 3.7, C is the dynamic photosensitizer concentration in the bacteria cells; t is the current time from photosensitizer added into bacteria solution; t_w is the waiting time in waiting phase; C_s is the final concentration in the saturation phase; \(\tau\) is relative to the slope of absorption curve.

A Matlab fitting routine based on “fminsearch” is developed to find the best fitting of t_w, C_s and \(\tau\) for each group of measured photosensitizer time concentration. The solid curve in Figure 2.6 is the fitting results. The results are displayed for three different initial photosensitizer concentrations in Table 2.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Concentration</th>
<th>t_w (sec)</th>
<th>C_s (mg/L)</th>
<th>(\tau) (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 mg/L</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>0.1088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 mg/L</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>3.106</td>
<td>0.8427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 mg/L</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>5.237</td>
<td>3.0570</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 Fitting results for PS concentration parameters

For a practical photodynamic therapy protocol, it is a tradeoff to treat the patient in
the absorption phase or in the saturation phase. The absorption phase is earlier, which means patient does not need to wait very long time before the light irradiation. However, in the absorption phase, the photosensitizer concentration in the bacteria cells changes quickly, it is quite difficult to control the photosensitizer concentration.

If the light irradiation is in the saturation phase, the photosensitizer concentration is well controlled. However, the first problem is patient has to wait longer time; secondly the photosensitizer concentration in the bacteria doesn’t has significant change, which means the residue of the photosensitizer will be deposited into the surrounding tissue, when the light irradiate to those region, the surrounding tissue will be damaged as well.

Based on the discussion above, we still recommend clinician to use the absorption phase; a relative low dosage of initial concentration of photosensitizer will make the photosensitizer control easier. For the S. mutans with TBO, we found 40 mg/L is better than the other two cases, according to the photosensitizer diffusion control and the final PDT results.
Chapter 2B
Using a Reflectance-mode Confocal Microscope to Determine Photosensitizer Distribution Profile a Biofilm of Oral Bacteria

Abstract
Reflectance-mode confocal scanning laser microscopy was used to measure the spatial distribution of an absorbing dye that has penetrated an oral bacteria biofilm (S. mutans) grown on hydroxylapatite disc. The dye was Toluidine Blue O (TBO), which is a photosensitizer that is being studied as a means of conducting photodynamic therapy of oral bacterial biofilms. The method quantifies the non-uniform distribution of dye penetration in the biofilm, despite the background light scattering properties of the biofilm. The method yielded the scattering coefficient \((\mu_s \approx 25 \, \text{cm}^{-1})\) and the anisotropy of scattering \((g \approx 0.55)\) of a biofilm at 633 nm wavelength. With exposure to an absorbing dye, TBO, the method could document the spatial distribution of the absorption coefficient \((\mu_a = 20-200 \, \text{cm}^{-1})\) after the biofilm absorbed TBO. The experiments showed maximum errors of 10-15\% in optical properties. The study showed that TBO penetration into biofilm after a 60 s exposure to solution containing TBO (40 mg/L) achieved a non-uniform distribution of biofilm, with the superficial layers nearly equilibrating with the bathing solutions TBO levels, but the deepest layers approaching a very low level that was below the detection limits (<5 mg/L) of the method.
2B.1 Introduction

The accumulation of photosensitizer (PS), a light-activatable dye, in a target tissue site for the purpose of photodynamic therapy (PDT), a light-activated chemotherapy, is a key factor in planning a PDT treatment [40-43]. Monitoring PS uptake during the PDT is a topic of clinical interest [44-46]. In this report, we report on the use of an optical method, reflectance-mode confocal scanning laser microscopy, to monitor the uptake of PS into a biofilm of oral bacteria (*Streptococcus mutans*) grown on a hydroxylapatite disc.

Fluorescence measurement has been widely used to determine the kinetics of drug uptake, including photosensitizers [47-49]. However, quantification of PS with a fluorescence measurement is difficult. The quantum yield is usually an unknown factor that is affected by the environment [61]. If the quantum yield is small, the fluorescence signal will be weak and the measurement accuracy will be poor. The fluorescence signal also depends on the optical properties (absorption and scattering at wavelengths for both excitation and fluorescent emission) of the tissue in the light path, which are usually unknown [62, 63].

Optical absorption measurements have been used to estimate photosensitizer concentration in tissues [64-66]. Most of the work assumes that the photosensitizer is homogeneously distributed in the measurement region. But the uptake of topically applied PS by a biofilm of oral bacteria cannot be assumed to be uniform. In this study, an optical method of measurement based on optical absorption by PS is presented, which accounts for background scattering by the tissue.
2B.2 Theory

2B.2.1 Reflectivity and Attenuation in a Confocal Signal

The confocal signal of reflected optical intensity decreases as the focus of the microscope is scanned down into the medium (biofilm), falling as an exponential decay,

\[ R(z) = \rho e^{-\mu z} \] [2.8]

where \( R(z) \) [dimensionless] is the collected confocal signal recorded at the depth of \( z \). Figure 1 illustrates a generic measurement, where \( \rho \) [dimensionless] is the local reflectivity and \( \mu \) [cm\(^{-1}\)] is the attenuation coefficient of the biofilm. The attenuation coefficient \( \mu \) can be expressed as:

\[ \mu(g, \mu_s, \mu_a, NA) = (\mu_s a(g) + \mu_a) \times 2G(g, NA) \] [2.9]

In this equation, \( \mu_s \) [cm\(^{-1}\)] is optical scattering coefficient, \( g \) [dimensionless] is the anisotropy of scattering, and \( \mu_a \) is the optical absorption coefficient. The factor \( G \) is a geometry factor that describes the average pathlength of photons as they travel to the focal volume at depth \( z \), which depends on the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective lens and only slightly depends on \( g \). The value of \( G \) was calculated to be \( \sim 1.37 \) for a 0.90 NA lens, with only a slight dependence on \( g \). The factor 2 accounts for the photon path into and out of the biofilm. The factor \( a(g) \) accounts for how forward-directed light will still reach the focus despite scattering. As the anisotropy of scattering, \( g \), becomes close to 1, which is the case for very forward-directed scattering, the value of \( a(g) \) goes to zero because scattering does not prevent the photon from reaching the focus. When scattering is isotropic, \( g \approx 0 \), then \( a = 1 \) and scattering is optically effective in preventing photons from reaching the focus. The behavior of \( a(g) \) has been explored by Monte Carlo simulations [79-81]:

\[ a(g) = 1 - e^{-(1-g)b}/K \] [2.10]

where \( b = 0.6651 \) and \( K = 0.1555 \).
The reflectivity $\rho$ can be expressed as:

$$\rho(\mu_s, NA, g) = \mu_s L_f b(NA, g) \tag{2.11}$$

where $L_f$ is the axial distance extending over the confocal volume within which detectable scattering occurs. The product $\mu_s L_f$ is the fraction of light reaching the focal volume that is scattered by the focal volume. The factor $b(NA, g)$ specifies the fraction of scattered photons that would successfully return to the objective lens if there were no attenuation induced by scattering or absorption events. Hence, $b(NA, g)$ depends on the numerical aperture (NA) of the collection lens and the scattering function of the biofilm in the confocal volume, $p(\theta) \text{[sr}^{-1}]$:

$$b(NA, g) = \frac{\int_0^{\pi} p(\theta) 2\pi \sin(\theta) d\theta}{\pi \int_{-\arcsin(NA)}^{\arcsin(NA)} p(\theta) 2\pi \sin(\theta) d\theta} \tag{2.12}$$

where $p(\theta)$ is the scattering function, and $\theta$ is the angle of photon deflection by the scattering event. The $p(\theta)$ used here is the Henyey-Greenstein function [67], which has been shown to be a good approximation of the scattering by tissue [82]. The Henyey-Greenstein $p(\theta)$ is uniquely specified by the anisotropy $g$, hence $b(NA, g)$ is specified by the anisotropy of scattering.

Before adding PS to the biofilm, the background $\mu_a$ of the biofilm was negligibly small relative to the $\mu_s$. Hence, Eq. 2.10 could use experimental measurements of $\rho$ and $\mu$ to specify the background $\mu_a$ and $g$ of the biofilm. After uptake of PS by the biofilm, the $\mu_a$ was appreciably increased but the $\mu_s$ and $g$ remained the same. Since $\mu_s$ and $g$ were known, Eq. 2.10 could specify the $\mu_a$ due to added PS.
2B.2.2 Heterogeneous Media

A biofilm is not homogenous, and the PS uptake cannot be assumed to be uniform. Equation 1 can be restated to account for a heterogeneous biofilm:

\[ R(z) = \rho(z)e^{-\int_{0}^{z} [\mu_a(z) + \mu_a(z)]2Gdz} \]  

[2.13]

In this expression, the optical depth over which photons travel in/out of the biofilm is proportional to the integral of \((\mu_a + \mu_a)2G\) from the surface to the depth of the focal volume, \(z\). If one takes the ratio of the measurement \(S\) before and after exposing the biofilm to dye, the addition attenuation is due to dye uptake:

\[ \frac{R_{afterDye}(z)}{R_{beforeDye}(z)} = e^{-2G\int_{0}^{z} \mu_a(z)dz} \]  

[2.14]
The depth profile of absorption due to dye, $\mu_a(z)$ can be deduced by stepwise evaluating the ratio first at the surface layer and sequentially at incremental depths. The final $\mu_a(z)$ can be converted into concentration by:

$$C(z) = \frac{\mu_a(z) MW}{\varepsilon \ln(10)} \quad [2.15]$$

where $MW$ is the molecular weight [g/mole] of the dye and $\varepsilon$ is the extinction coefficient [cm$^{-1}$ M$^{-1}$] of the dye.

### 2B.3 Materials and Methods

#### 2B.3.1 Confocal System

The reflectance mode confocal system is shown in Fig. 2.9. A HeNe laser (Melles Griot, 25 LHP, 632.8nm, 5mW) was the light source. The laser passed through a beam expander to yield a broader collimated beam (~1 cm dia.), then reflected off a pair of scanning galvanometric mirrors (Nutfield Technologies) and a pair of relay lenses for the lateral x-y scanning. The collimated beam at this point was entering the objective lens at varying angles, which caused the focus to scan laterally in x and y. The objective lens (Newport Inc., water-dripping lens, NA 0.90, 60x magnification) was coupled to the test sample (biofilm or phantom) by water. The reflected light from the focal volume within the test sample was returned through the scanning system, through the beam splitter and through a pinhole (50-μm dia., corresponding to the Airy diameter of the Gaussian beam radial profile) to reach a photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector (Hamamatsu H5773-01). The phantom was placed on a piezo-controlled stage that moved the sample along the z axis to focus the laser at different depths.
A test sample was placed on the microscope stage and the confocal microscope was scanned through the phantom, acquiring a 512x512 x-y image at each z step along the z axis. The choice of step number depended on where the air-solution interface was located and where the signal dropped into the noise floor. Typically, 35-70 3-5-μm steps were taken along the z axis. The reflected signal was recorded in Volts by a data acquisition card (National Instruments). A measurement, \( V_{og} \) [Volts], of an oil/glass interface was used to calibrate the system. The reflectance signal recorded, \( V(z) \) [Volts], was converted to reflectance \( R \) [dimensionless] by the expression:

\[
R(z) = \frac{V(z)}{V_{og}} R_{og} \quad [2.16]
\]

where the reflectance of an oil/glass interface is \( R_{og} = ((1.46-1.52)/(1.46+1.52))^2 = 4.05\times10^{-4} \).

2B.3.2 Phantom measurements

Polystyrene spheres in solution (diameter = 0.1μm, stock concentration 10% w/w, Duke Scientific Inc., refractive index \( n = 1.59 \)) were used as scatterers. The photosensitizing dye Toluidine Blue O (TBO made from powder with distilled water, stock solution 1683 mg/L, Sigma Inc.) was used as absorber. The polystyrene sphere
solution was sonicated before mixing to avoid aggregation. The volume fraction of spheres in the solution was varied over 2, 4, 6 and 8%.

The extinction coefficient $\varepsilon$ of TBO was measured to be $3.20 \times 10^4$ [cm$^{-1}$M$^{-1}$] using a transmission experiment with an optical fiber spectrometer (OceanOptics Inc.). The wavelength was 632.8 nm. The scattering coefficient of polystyrene sphere stock solution was estimated to be 107.5 cm$^{-1}$ using Mie theory [83].

Polystyrene spheres in water were mixed at different concentrations with no added absorber to create *scattering-only* phantoms. Spheres at each of two scatterer concentrations ($\mu_s = 59$ and 236 cm$^{-1}$) were prepared with different amounts of added absorber (TBO). When sufficient TBO was added, the solution became an *absorption-dominated* phantom. Groups 1-4 were the *absorption-dominated* cases ($\mu_a \geq \mu_s$) and groups 5-8 were the *scattering-dominated* cases ($\mu_s \geq \mu_a$). All the mixed solutions were shaken and sonicated to achieve good mixing, then a 1 ml volume was placed into the phantom holder (Fig. 2.10) for measurement by the confocal system. Phantoms were 1 ml in volume. For imaging phantoms, the axial step size was 5 $\mu$m and the step number was 35-50.

![Figure 2.10 Holder for phantoms made with polystyrene microspheres as scatterer and TBO photosensitizer as absorber.](image)
2B.3.3 Biofilm culture protocol

*Streptococcus mutans* was cultured using the following protocol.

1. *Streptococcus mutans* ATCC 25175 was streaked on a BHI plate and incubated at 37°C in 5% CO₂ for 2 days without agitation.

2. 1ml of overnight culture of Streptococcus mutans ATCC 25175 was added to 2 ml BHI with a hydroxylapatite disc (0.5 cm in diameter and 0.05 cm to 0.06 cm thickness, from HiMed Inc.; alternatively, from Old Bethpage Inc., NY) in a 24-well titer plate.

3. After supplementation with sucrose (final concentration was 0.2 M), the plate was incubated at 37°C in 5% CO₂ for 3 days without agitation.

2B.3.4 Imaging the biofilm

The biofilm was imaged with the confocal microscope twice, once before and once after exposure to dye (or water as a control). The two images needed to be co-registered for comparison, therefore the registration method was carefully considered. Figure 2.11 shows the biofilm holder for the confocal microscope. Two stacks of cover slips (3 pieces in each stack) were placed on top of a glass slide to serve as spacers. Glue was put at the edge of the cover slip stack to affix the cover slips to the glass slide. The hydroxyapatite (HA) disc was placed on top of the two spacers creating a chamber approximately 450 μm thick x 3 mm x 10 mm in dimension. The biofilm surface was on the bottom of the HA disc oriented toward the chamber. During the experiment, either TBO solution or water filled the chamber for exposure to the biofilm.
Figure 2.11 Biofilm holder for confocal microscope imaging. The TBO solution is introduced region labeled “chamber” which allows absorption of TBO by biofilm. After exposure for 20 min, the residual TBO is washed out. Images are acquired before exposure and after exposure and washout.

Figure 2.12 shows the protocol for exposing biofilm to TBO and taking co-registered images. First, water was placed in the chamber to pre-equilibrate the biofilm, and a set of images was acquired. Second, a solution of TBO (40 mg/L) was placed in the chamber for 30 min in a dark environment to allow TBO to penetrate the biofilm. Third, the chamber was washed with water to remove the TBO in the chamber. The biofilm retained the TBO that had penetrated into the biofilm. A second set of images was acquired. For the images of biofilm, the axial step size was 3 μm and the step number was 70.
Figure 2.12 Protocol for exposure of biofilm to TBO. (a) Water in chamber contacts biofilm. (b) TBO solution introduced into chamber for absorption by biofilm. (c) Water flushes residual TBO from chamber after TBO uptake by biofilm.

2B.4 Results

2B.4.1 Phantom Results

Figure 2.13a is a typical confocal side view image, showing an R(x,z) image at one position y. The phantom had 2% volume fraction of polystyrene spheres. At each x position, the R(z) along a vertical line shows the axial decay of reflectance. Figure 2.13b shows the R(z) axial profile corresponding to the vertical line in Figure 2.13a.
Figure 2.13 Phantom experiments. (a) Side view (x-z) of reflectance confocal image for a homogeneous phantom. (b) Confocal signal $R(z)$ as a function of depth $z$ along the vertical black arrow in Fig. 6a. A dashed line indicates the water/biofilm surface.
For each phantom image, the R(z) signal was randomly selected for different positions in the confocal image stack. The average of 100 R(z) profiles was calculated from a 10 by 10 pixel neighborhood of x-y positions. This average R(z) was fitted with the equation 1 to yield the values of $\rho$ and $\mu$. This procedure was repeated on 10 sites within the phantom and the mean and standard deviation of the 10 $\mu$ values are plotted in Figs. 2.14a and 2.14b. Figure 2.14a shows scattering-only case, both the data for $\mu$ versus added scatterer and the predicted behavior (dashed line) based on the stock solutions and using Mie theory to predict the scattering of the micropheres, according to their size, refraction index and concentration at the 632.8 nm wavelength. The error of the prediction was less than 10%. Figure 2.14b shows the data and predicted behavior (dashed lines) $\mu$ versus added absorber, for both the absorber-dominated case ($\mu_s = 21.5 \text{ cm}^{-1}$) and scatter-dominated case ($\mu_s = 86.8 \text{ cm}^{-1}$). The error of the prediction was less than 15%.
Figure 2.14 Phantom results, showing predicted $\mu$ versus added scatterer only ($\mu_s$, in Fig. 2.14a) and scatterer with added TBO absorber ($\mu_a$, with $\mu_s = 21.5 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (lower curve) and $86.8 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (upper curve), in Fig. 2.14b). Measurements (circles) and analysis model (dashed line), which is $\mu = (\mu_a(\gamma) + \mu_s)2G$. 
Figure 2.15 shows the analysis grid of experimental $\mu$ and $\rho$ values for particular $\mu_s$ and $g$ values, and the experimental data for the scattering-only phantom ($\mu_s = 0$) (circles) and the phantoms with added TBO absorber (squares). The experiment was repeated 3 times for each phantom. The $g$ value for 0.1-μm dia. spheres ($n_{\text{particle}} = 1.59$, $n_{\text{medium}} = 1.33$) at 632.8 nm wavelength is 0.0755, which corresponds to an $a(g)$ of 0.9978, which is nearly unity. The, $\mu_s$ was specified:

$$\mu_s = \frac{\mu}{2aG} \quad [2.17]$$

where the factor $2aG$ equals $(2)(0.9978)(1.37) = 2.734$. This figure illustrates the relationship between experimental observations and the underlying optical properties of the test sample.

Figure 2.15 Analysis grid, converting experimental measurements ($\rho$, $\mu$) to optical properties ($\mu_s$, $g$). Scattering only phantoms (circles) and phantoms with added TBO absorber (squares) are shown. Diamonds show measurements on biofilm.
2B.4.2 Biofilm results

Figure 2.16 shows side-view confocal microscope images of the log$_{10}$($R$) for a biofilm before exposure to TBO (Fig. 2.16a) and after exposure to TBO with subsequent washout of excess TBO in the chamber (Fig. 2.16b). There is little difference between these two figures. Figure 2.16c shows the difference image, $\Delta$($\log_{10}$(R)) = $\log_{10}$(R$_{\text{before.TBO}}$) – $\log_{10}$(R$_{\text{after.TBO}}$), which indicates there are differences which are strongest at the deepest depths where the incremental effects of TBO absorption at each incremental depth have integrated to yield the strongest total effect.

Figure 2.16 Biofilm images before and after exposure to TBO, plotting log$_{10}$(R). (a) Before TBO. (b) After TBO. There is little discernible difference in these images. (c) Difference image, log$_{10}$(R$_{\text{before}}$) – log$_{10}$(R$_{\text{after}}$), shows the effect of absorbed TBO.
Figure 2.17a shows the average confocal signal $R(z)$ in one 10 by 10 x-y neighborhood of pixels, for the biofilm before and after TBO exposure that was shown in Fig. 2.6. Circles correspond to the biofilm before adding TBO and the triangles correspond to biofilm after adding TBO. In the range $z = 0$-80 μm, the two signals have little significant difference, because this is the chamber outside the biofilm. For $z = 80$-210 μm, the reflectance signal is from the biofilm, and the reflectance before adding TBO was larger than the signal after adding TBO. After taking up TBO, the biofilm was more absorbing and the reflectance dropped.

Figure 2.17b shows the ratio of $R_{after,TBO}/R_{before,TBO}$. The ratio is unity in the chamber outside the biofilm, and then drops with increasing depth $z$ within the biofilm. Also shown are a series of lines that indicate the expected exponential decay of the ratio if the TBO was uniformly distributed in the biofilm. The curves for TBO concentrations of 8, 16, 24, 32, 40 mg/L are shown. Note that the ratio for the biofilm initially falls exponentially as if the TBO concentration was 32 mg/L, which is close to the 40 mg/L solution that was used. But at deeper depths the data departs from this curve for uniform TBO, as if there were less TBO.
Figure 2.17, Effect of TBO absorber in biofilm on the confocal reflectance signal. (a) R(z) signal before and after TBO uptake. (b) The ratio R(z)\_after/R(z)\_before. The family of curves show the expected behavior for homogenous absorber in the biofilm. The experimental data initially falls as if the TBO concentration was 32 mg/L, but at deeper depths the curve departs from the ideal curve, indicating less TBO deeper in the biofilm. The black line through the experimental data is the prediction based on
the TBO concentration profile versus depth shown in Fig. 2.18.

Figure 2.18 shows the concentration of TBO as a function of depth based on the ratio in Fig. 2.16b using the method described in Eqs. 2.13 and 2.14. The residual TBO concentration in the chamber was only about <5 mg/L, likely due to slight leakage of TBO from the biofilm into the chamber. The TBO concentration within the biofilm was close to 40 mg/L near the surface of the biofilm and dropped to <5 mg/L (the approximate limit of detection, given the variability of the signal) at about 100 μm below the biofilm surface. Figure 2.19 shows an image depicting the TBO concentration in the biofilm, with brighter gray color indicating more TBO. There is more TBO in the superficial layers of the biofilm than in deeper depths. The surface is quite rough, consistent with the rough surface of the biofilm.
Figure 2.18 TBO concentration profile versus depth. The biofilm surface is at \( z \approx 80 \mu m \), showing about 35-40 mg/L concentration, which matches the 40 mg/L solution in the chamber that bathed the biofilm. The TBO concentration drops to <5 mg/L at about 120 \( \mu m \) below the surface.

Figure 2.19 Image of TBO concentration distribution, \( C(x,z) \) [mg/L], in a bacterial biofilm.

2B.5 DISCUSSION

One of the main sources of inaccuracy during the calibration was the aggregation of TBO-polystyrene spheres in the solution. Several steps were taken to eliminate the aggregation such as sonicating the polystyrene spheres, and mixing the polystyrene sphere and TBO at a warm temperature. However, such aggregation could not be totally avoided. The aggregation was greater for higher concentrations of polystyrene
sphere and TBO. This is a possible reason that the larger standard deviation for the higher scattering coefficient.

Another issue which affects the results is the start point and end point of the exponential curve in confocal signal $S(z)$ to be fitted by Eq. 2.8 to yield $\rho$ and $\mu$. In the region near the front surface of the phantom, the signal was affected by reflectance from the water/glass interface. Therefore, around 10~15 $\mu$m of $S(z)$ (around 2~3 points) were ignored in the fitting.

Previously, researchers have usually used two methods to estimate photosensitizer uptake. The first method is fluorescence [84], [85] and [79]. Fluorescence methods can specify the spatial variation of the photosensitizer but the estimate of the photosensitizer concentration is not accurate. The reasons are (1) fluorescence measurement depends on quantum efficiency which is environmental dependent and difficult to measure, (2) incident light and fluorescence light are at different wavelengths, and the optical model for delivery of excitation light and collection of fluorescence is a bit complicated, especially for a heterogeneous medium such as biofilm. The second method is to break the biofilm and measure the optical density to determine the biofilm photosensitizer uptake.

This report shows that the concentration of photosensitizer (TBO) is not homogenously distributed in the biofilm. This method can not give any position information about photosensitizer uptake. Depth information is very important in planning a PDT therapy because although the average concentration is enough for the PDT effect, the deeper layers may not have enough photosensitizer, which results in incomplete treatment and regrowth of bacteria.
Another difficulty of the method using the reflectance confocal measurement is image registration for the two images, one before and one after TBO exposure. The confocal signal must be exactly in the same position before and after TBO exposure. In the method section, a method to accomplish image registration was presented. Sometimes this method still fails if there is slight movement during the experiment process (adding/removing TBO). An alternative method for image registration is to make a mark in the biofilm, perhaps using the sharp edge of a blade, to facilitate post registration the two images.

In summary, an optical method for measuring photosensitizing dye uptake by a bacterial biofilm was presented that is based on images acquired using a reflectance-model confocal laser scanning microscope. The method yielded the scattering coefficient ($\mu_s \approx 25 \text{ cm}^{-1}$) and the anisotropy of scattering ($g \approx 0.55$) of a biofilm. With exposure to an absorbing dye, TBO, the method could document the spatial distribution of the absorption coefficient ($\mu_a = 20-200 \text{ cm}^{-1}$) after the biofilm absorbed TBO. The experiments showed maximum errors of 10-15% in optical properties.
Chapter 3

Light Source Calibration for Effective PDT Dosage

Abstract

A tungsten filament was used as PDT light source. To determine the light energy efficacy of PDT and to compare the dosage result with other groups (using other light source), the tungsten filament was calibrated for effective PDT dosage at a certain wavelength (633nm). The effective PDT dosage result was 285.4mW for the tungsten filament source as a HeNe laser (633nm) for TBO absorption in the PDT experiment with OceanOptics spectrometer.
3.1 Spectrometer Calibration

OceanOptics spectrometer was calibrated to get power (mW) from arbitrary unit (counts). A HeNe laser (633nm) was measured by the spectrometer from 11.7, 15.5 and 16.7 cm and the spectrum of 11.7cm is shown as an example in Figure 3.1. The total power in the spectrum was calculated and plotted as a function of distance as Figure 3.2. The power of the HeNe laser was also measured using MELLES GRIOT broadband power meter as 5.46mW.

![Figure 3.1: HeNe laser spectrum from an OceanOptics spectrometer](image)
Figure 3.2: total power (in counts) from the spectrum measurement

From these measurements, we know that the conversion number around 633nm for the OceanOptics spectrometer to be $6.0 \pm 0.2 \times 10^9$ count/W/ms.

Tungsten light (OceanOptics LS-1) was measured using the spectrometer as shown in Figure 3.3 red curve. The emission spectrum of the light source was provided from the vendor as shown in Figure 3.3 black curve. From these 2 spectrums we can calculate the whole conversion curve. And we also know the conversion number at 633nm, so we can know all the conversion numbers in the conversion curve as shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.3: LS-1 Spectrum from spectrometer measurement (red) and from vendor (black)

Figure 3.4: Conversion number spectrum
3.2 Extinction Coefficient of Toluidine Blue O

The extinction coefficient of TBO was measured using a transmission experiment with OceanOptics spectrometer. TBO was put into dilute water to get 1mg/L TBO solution. TBO solution was put into a cuvette (path length = 1 cm) to take a transmission measurement with OceanOptics spectrometer. Dilute water was also put into the cuvette to take a standard measurement. The extinction coefficient was calculated and plotted as the Figure 3.5 below.

![Figure 3.5: Extinction coefficient of Toluidine Blue](image)

Figure 3.5: Extinction coefficient of Toluidine Blue
3.3 Effective PDT Dosage Calculation

The actual light source using in PDT is a 500W tungsten filament. This tungsten filament was also measured with OceanOptics spectrometer and shown as Figure 3.6. There was water place in the pathway to block infrared effect and prevent the biofilm to become warm.

The effective dosage for PDT is defined as how much of the laser power (@633nm) is equal to the tungsten filament we are using in the PDT experiment. It can be calculated as:

$$P_{\text{eff}} = \int M_0(\lambda) \frac{S_{\text{cuvette}}}{a} \frac{r_s^2}{r_c^2} \frac{\varepsilon(\lambda)}{\varepsilon(633)} D(\lambda) \text{absorb}_{\text{water}}(\lambda) d\lambda \quad [3.1]$$

$M_0(\lambda)$ is the spectrum measurement of tungsten filament as Figure 3.6; $S_{\text{cuvette}}$ is the irradiation area of cuvette; $a$ is the surface area of spectrometer fiber; $r_s$ is the distance...
between spectrometer detector and tungsten filament; \( r_c \) is the distance between cuvette and tungsten filament; \( \varepsilon(\lambda) \) is the extinction coefficient spectrum and \( \varepsilon(633) \) is the extinction coefficient at 633nm; \( D(\lambda) \) is the conversion number curve as Figure 5.5; \( \text{absorb}_{\text{water}}(\lambda) \) is the absorption effect of water; From this measurement, we know that the effective dosage of the tungsten filament light source is 285.4mW.

### 3.4 Summary

In this chapter, the tungsten filament light source was calibrated for effective PDA dosage which is the current PDT light source (tungsten filament) is equal to how much of the light power at 633 nm. Firstly the OceanOptics spectrometer was calibrated from arbitrary unit (counts) to real unit (W). Secondly the extinction coefficient spectrum was measured for TBO (photosensitizer in PDT). Thirdly the tungsten filament source was measured using the calibrated spectrometer and the effective dosage was calculated as 285.4 mW at 633nm.
Chapter 4
Photodynamic Therapy Experiment and the Results:
Survival Curves

Abstract

*Streptococcus mutans*, a key factor for dental caries disease, was treated with photodynamic therapy (PDT) in both its planktonic state and biofilm state. The photosensitizer was Toluidine Blue O (TBO) and the light source was a tungsten filament. When exposed to TBO in solution, the bacteria concentrated the TBO 100-fold above the concentration of the solution. After PDT treatment, the biofilm was resuspended. Bacteria were then plated and survival assessed by colony formation. The PDT showed a $10^4$ killing effect. The threshold radiant exposure $H_{th}$ was determined for planktonic state ($1.3 \, \text{J/cm}^2$) and biofilm state ($18 \, \text{J/cm}^2$).
4.1 Introduction

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) uses a light-activated oxidative injury to achieve cell death. Its ability to kill even drug-resistant bacteria has spurred interest in PDT for bacteriocidal treatments. This paper considers the use of PDT to kill oral bacteria growing in either the planktonic state or as a biofilm.

In this paper, PDT of *S. mutans*, one of the oral bacteria growing in oral biofilms, was studied using TBO as the photosensitizer. The uptake of TBO by planktonic and biofilm was determined using optical methods. The light was quantified in terms of the delivered light that would be absorbed by TBO. The survival after PDT treatment was assayed by colony formation.

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1. Bacteria and Biofilm Culture Protocol

*Streptococcus mutans* strain ATCC 25175 was used in this study. *S. mutans* was grown in brain heart infusion broth (BHI) or on BHI containing 1.5% agar (Difco, Detroit, MI, USA) at 37°C in a CO₂ incubator without agitation. For liquid culture, 1 ml of a 2-day-old culture of *S. mutans* was diluted into 5 ml of BHI broth and incubated until *S. mutans* growth reached exponential phase. For biofilm experiments, 1 ml of an overnight culture of *S. mutans* was added into 2 ml of BHI broth supplemented with 0.2 M sucrose to enhance biofilm formation on a hydroxylapatite disc placed in the solution (1-cm diameter, 0.05-0.06 thickness, HiMed, Inc., Old Bethpage, NY, USA) within a 24-well titer plate, incubated for 3 days.

Bacterium grown as a biofilm was resuspended for assay of TBO uptake and for assay for colony formation. The disc was transferred to a 50 ml sterile polypropylene conical tube (Becton Dickinson Labware, NJ, USA) with 5 ml BHI broth and vortexed vigorously for 60 seconds. Control experiments showed that this procedure did not kill bacteria. Then 100 µl samples from serial dilutions of the bacterial
suspension using BHI broth were plated onto BHI plates for colony formation. After two days of incubation, the number of colony forming units (CFU) per plate was counted.

4.2.2 Photosensitizer Preparation
Toluidine Blue O (Acros, New Jersey, USA) was used as photosensitizer. Stock solution was 200 mg/L, in PBS (phosphate buffer saline). The TBO solution was prepared 15 minutes prior to the experiment and kept in a dark environment. The concentration of TBO in the PDT experiments was varied as mentioned in the PDT protocols.

4.2.3 Light Source
The details about light source calibration were presented in Chapter 3. The light source for PDT was a 500-W tungsten filament. The spectral power output, \( P_{\text{tungsten}}(\lambda) \) [W/nm], was calibrated by a spectrometer (Ocean Optics, Inc.). The integral of the product of light source irradiance \( E \) [W/cm²] and TBO extinction coefficient \( \varepsilon \) [cm⁻¹M⁻¹] was calculated, and equated to the product of a laser at 633 nm wavelength with a power \( P_{633\text{nm}} \):

\[
P_{633\text{nm}} \varepsilon(633\text{nm}) = \int_{400}^{800} P_{\text{tungsten}}(\lambda) \varepsilon(\lambda) \, d\lambda \quad [4.1]
\]

The tungsten light source behaved equivalent to a 633-nm-wavelength laser with power 57.4 W, with respect to its ability to activate TBO photosensitizer. Hence, the irradiance cited in this report for the irradiance \( E \) [W/cm²] is the equivalent 633-nm power \( P_{633\text{nm}} \) normalized by the area of the beam of light exposure:

\[
E = P_{633} \frac{S_{\text{cuvette}}}{4\pi r_s^2} \quad [4.2]
\]

The value of \( E \) is 285.4 mW. \( S_{\text{cuvette}} \) is the surface area of the plate for irradiation and
\( r_s \) is the distance between light source and cuvette. Water was placed in the light pathway between the light source and the target cells or biofilm to block infrared radiation and prevent the cells or biofilm from warming.

### 4.2.4 Planktonic State PDT Process

The photosensitizer TBO was added to the cell suspension of *S. mutans* to yield a TBO concentration of 40 mg/L. The *S.mutans* density was \( \sim 5 \times 10^6 \) CFU/ml. The *S. mutans* cells were incubated in the TBO solution in the dark environment for 20 min to allow TBO uptake. The cell solution was put into a serial of cuvette. Each cuvette had 100-\( \mu \)l *S.mutans* with TBO. The light path was around 0.1 cm. The transmission through plate with the TBO solution was 0.4; marginal effect on light exposure due to the background TBO was not very significant. The 100-\( \mu \)l samples from each the cell solution in the cuvette were irradiated for different times of exposure to light for use in the CFU assay, as described above. The irradiation times were 0, 30, 60 120 s. Three control groups were also tested: light only (L+ PS-), TBO only (L- PS+) and no light no TBO (L- PS-).

### 4.2.5 Biofilm State PDT Process

The biofilm state of *S.mutans* was also tested with PDT. The biofilm was washed twice in the BHI solution and then put into the 80 mg/L TBO solution for 60 minutes incubation in dark environment. Four samples were tested and irradiation time were 0, 5, 10 and 20 min, respectively. Three control groups were also tested including light only (L+ PS-), TBO only (L- PS+) and no light no TBO (L- PS-). Water was placed in the light pathway to block infrared effect and prevent the biofilm to be warm.

### 4.2.6 Uptake of Photosensitizer by Bacteria

The details about photosensitizer uptake by the bacteria were presented in Chapter 2A. An aliquot of 0.5 ml of planktonic state *S.mutans* cells were incubated with 40 mg/L TBO for 30 min in a dark environment. The cells were suspended in a 1 ml solution containing polystyrene microspheres (0.5 \( \mu \)m diameter, Duke Scientific, CA, stock solution 10% v/v) and 0.5 ml water was also added, to yield a final solution with cells
that had taken up TBO, and 6.6% v/v microspheres. The addition of microspheres provided a background optical scattering that dominated over the inherent scattering by the bacteria. The TBO within the cells provided the absorption. The scattering by microspheres provided multiple passes of light through each bacterium so the sensitivity of the diffuse optical reflectance of the solution was especially sensitive to the TBO concentration.

Reflectance measurements were made by delivering white light to the surface of the solution held in the well of a 24-well plate. The total diffuse reflectance $R_{\text{bacteria}}$ and $R_{\text{added,TBO}}$ were calculated using diffusion theory, based on the absorption coefficient, $\mu_a$ [cm$^{-1}$], and reduced scattering coefficient, $\mu_s'$ [cm$^{-1}$] of the solution. With the measured absorption coefficient $\mu_a$, final concentration of TBO in the cells was calculated.

To assess the photosensitizer uptake for a biofilm, the biofilm and 80 mg/L TBO was incubated in dark environment for 60 minutes. The biofilm was washed then vortexed vigorously for 60 seconds and washed again. Then suspended bacteria were collected by centrifugation and added to the polystyrene microsphere solution, as for the planktonic bacteria. The optical assessment of TBO uptake was the same as for the planktonic bacteria.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Uptake of Photosensitizer

The study indicated the TBO concentration in the planktonic state bacteria to be $3.1 \times 10^3$ mg/L (1.01x10$^{-2}$ M) and in the biofilm to be $1.1 \times 10^3$ mg/L (3.6x10$^{-3}$ M). Both of the concentrations were much higher than the initial TBO concentrations (40 and 80 mg/L, respectively). The planktonic bacteria concentrated TBO 78-fold and the biofilm cells on average concentrated the TBO 45-fold.
4.3.2 PDT Killing Effects

The survival after PDT was scored as colony forming units (CFU) after 2-day incubation. Figure 4.1 shows the survival of planktonic bacteria and biofilm bacteria as a function of radiant exposure, $H$ [J/cm$^2$]. Survival dropped to at least $10^{-5}$ for both bacteria types, but the dosage required to achieve this killing was 10-fold greater for the biofilm than for the planktonic state. The results for 5 repetitions of the experiment are shown. The noise floor at $10^{-7}$ survival corresponds to one CFU on the plate with the highest dilution of cells.

The initial drop in survival was approximated by an exponential decay:

$$survival = e^{-H/H_{th}}$$  \[4.3\]

evaluated using the data at 10-4-10-3 survival, $(H, survival) = (7.7, 0.0030)$ for planktonic and $(85.2, 0.0084)$ for biofilm.
4.4 Discussion

The value of $H_{th}$ was $1.3 \text{ J/cm}^2$ for planktonic bacteria and $18 \text{ J/cm}^2$ for biofilm. The biofilm $H_{th}$ values are comparable to the $H_{th}$ for S.mutans biofilm with TBO results from other groups [103, 104], as listed in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Radiant exposure, H [J/cm²]</th>
<th>Survival</th>
<th>Threshold radiant exposure $H_{th}$ [J/cm²]</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planktonic</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>$3.0 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biofilm</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>$8.4 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biofilm</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>Queen Mary University of London, UK [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biofilm</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>State University of Campinas, Brazil [4]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Survival of bacteria after PDT

From the survival curves result, both planktonic state and biofilm state PDT successfully killed the bacteria. The killing effect was at least $10^{-4}$ significant. The Threshold radiant exposure $H_{th}$ was comparable to the peer studies. The biofilm state has 10-fold higher PDT resistant than the planktonic. The reason is clear but we will discuss this in the next chapter.
Chapter 5
Photodynamic Therapy Dosage Analysis

Abstract

With the information from the last 3 chapters, effective PDT dosage for light, photosensitizer uptake by bacteria cells and the PDT survival curves were determined and used to calculate PDT dosage. The threshold PDT dosage (photons absorbed by TBO per g bacteria, [photons/g]) for killing 63% of bacteria was 3.6x10^{21} photons/g for S.mutans bacteria. The biofilm was 10-fold more resistant to PDT treatment than bacteria in the planktonic state because of lower photosensitizer concentration.

5.1 Introduction

In 1990, a practical "photodynamic dose threshold", PDT\textsubscript{th} [photons/g], was defined by Patterson, Wilson, and Graff [1] as the number of photons absorbed by photosensitizer per gram of target tissue. For tumors, the typical range for PDT\textsubscript{th} is \(~10^{18}–10^{20}~\) photon/g, which varies for different photosensitizers [2]. The expression for PDT\textsubscript{th} is

\[
PDT\textsubscript{th} = Et\ln(10)\varepsilon C_{ps} \frac{\lambda}{hc \rho} ~[\text{photons/g}] \tag{5.1}
\]

where E is the irradiance of treatment light [W/cm\textsuperscript{2}], t is the time of exposure to light[s], \(\varepsilon\) is the extinction coefficient of photosensitizer [cm\textsuperscript{-1}/M], \(C_{ps}\) is the photosensitizer concentration [M], \(\lambda\) is the irradiance wavelength [nm], h is Planck’s constant [Js], c is the speed of light [cm/s] and \(\rho\) is the density of the target tissue or
cells [g/cm³]. The product $E_t$ is the radiant exposure, $H$ [J/cm²], of treatment light.

In a preliminary study on bacteria, the $PDT_{th}$ for *Escherichia coli* using Methylene Blue (MB) as the photosensitizer was determined to be $\sim 1.5 \times 10^{21}$ photons/g. This value is much higher than the typical range of $PDT_{th}$, consistent with *E.coli* being a Gram (-) bacteria that is more difficult to kill with PDT [6].

In this chapter, PDT of *S.mutans*, one of the oral bacteria growing in oral biofilms, was studied using TBO as the photosensitizer. The uptake of TBO by planktonic and biofilm was determined using optical methods as Chapter 2. The light was quantified in terms of the delivered light that would be absorbed by TBO as Chapter 3. The survival after PDT treatment was assayed by colony formation as Chapter 4. The values of $PDT_{th}$ for S.mutans are reported and discussed. These results are pertinent to efforts to design PDT protocols for antibiotic treatment of oral bacteria.

### 5.2 Threshold PDT Dose, PDTth

In both bacteria experiment and biofilm experiment, tungsten filament (from 8cm away) was used as light source. The effective dosage was measured as 285.4mW.

The photosensitizer uptake in biofilm is studied in Chapter 2A using reflectance spectroscopy measurement. PDT dosage threshold (photons absorbed by PS per gram cells) that achieved inactivation was calculated. Since the diffusion of singlet oxygen was very limited (diffusion distance is less than 20 nm), only the photosensitizer that had accumulated inside the cell or was adherent to the bacteria cells was effective for PDT. For planktonic state, the average concentration was measured as $3.1 \times 10^3$ mg/L. Biofilm was broken using vortex method and the bacteria was collected and put into the curette with polystyrene sphere (same method for planktonic bacteria) and the average concentration was measured as $1.1 \times 10^3$ mg/L and used for PDT dosage threshold calculation.
The dosage threshold for S.mutans-TBO PDT was expressed as the number of photons absorbed by TBO inside S.mutans per 1 cm$^3$ volume of S.mutans cells that prevented colony formation. With the equation 4.1, the photons absorbed by TBO was calculated based on the energy threshold denoted as $ET = H_{th}$, which can be known from the survival curve experiment in Chapter 4 as Table 4.1. $H_{th}$ was 1.3J/cm$^2$ for planktonic state and 18 J/cm$^2$ for biofilm state.

The PDT threshold dose, $PDT_{th}$, for $S.mutans$ using TBO as the photosensitizer was calculated using the values of $H_{th}$ for the product $ET$ in Eq.4.1. The concentration of TBO in the cells was also used. The values of $PDT_{th}$ were $3.64 \times 10^{21}$ photons/g for planktonic bacteria. The $PDT_{th}$ for biofilm should be close to the $PDT_{th}$ for planktonic. However the TBO concentration in the biofilm is not homogenous which case the $H_{th}$ in the biofilm was not uniform. The $H_{th}$ in upper layer of the biofilm was much less than the lower layer.

5.3 Discussion

Consider the possibility that bacteria in both the planktonic and biofilm state have a similar $PDT_{th}$. It is possible that the bacteria in the upper layers of the biofilm were quickly killed by PDT due to the high TBO levels, while the bacteria in the deeper layers of the biofilm required more light exposure to achieve the $PDT_{th}$ due to the low TBO levels. This possibility would be consistent with the biofilm bacteria survival curve, where an early population may have responded quickly but a residual population required far more light for killing due to a lower TBO level. The threshold dose $PDT_{th}$ could be the same for both types of bacteria, and the differences attributed simply to non-uniform TBO concentration within the biofilm.

According to the results from a separated experiment, in the planktonic state, the TBO uptake in the cells and the TBO concentration in the surrounding medium after 60 minutes waiting time in dark environment are as Figure 5.1a. In Figure 5.1b the ratio
of bacteria TBO uptake over surrounding medium TBO concentration after 60 minutes waiting in dark is also plotted. Another separate experiment not reported here used confocal reflectance measurements to quantify the penetration of TBO into the biofilm. Those studies showed the surface of the intact biofilm having a concentration comparable to the bathing solution, and the concentration falling as a function of depth within the biofilm on the HA disc. Near the surface, the bacteria in the biofilm might be expected to concentrate the TBO 70-fold \((F_v)\) above the surrounding solution, like the planktonic bacteria, although this assumption could not be tested.

![Figure 5.1](image)

Figure 5.1 TBO uptake in the S.mutans cells (planktonic) after 60 minutes waiting in dark. a: TBO concentration in cell vs. TBO concentration in the surrounding medium; b: TBO concentration ratio (cell/medium) vs. TBO concentration in the surrounding medium.

According to Figure 5.1a, TBO higher concentration in the surrounding medium yields a higher cell uptake. Therefore, in the biofilm case, TBO concentration in the upper layer biofilm was around 80 mg/L which corresponded \(5.2\times10^3\) mg/L TBO in
bacteria cells.

Because PDT$_{th}$ for both planktonic and biofilm state are very similar,

\[ C_{planktonic} H_{th, planktonic} = C_{upper} H_{th, upper} \]  \[\text{[5.2]}\]

The left side of the equation is for planktonic state and the right side is for the upper layer of the biofilm. $H_{th, upper}$ is resolved as 0.77 J/cm$^2$ since all other terms are known in Eq 5.2. ($C_{planktonic} = 3.1 \times 10^3$ mg/L, $H_{th, planktonic} = 1.3$ J/cm$^2$) Figure 5.2 shows the upper layer survival curve with $H_{th, upper}$.

![Survival curve fitting for $H_{th, planktonic}$, $H_{th, upper}$ and $H_{th, lower}$](image)

Because the TBO concentration in the lower layer is much less, the lower layer bacteria has a much higher $H_{th}$ (55 J/cm$^2$ by fitting results, which is also shown in
Figure 4.3) corresponding to the bacteria in the lower layer biofilm. From Eq 5.3, $C_{\text{lower}}$ is also calculated as 73 mg/L.

$$C_{\text{planktonic}} H_{\text{th.planktonic}} = C_{\text{lower}} H_{\text{th.lower}} [5.3]$$

Assuming TBO concentration drop in linear and surface layer was 80 mg/L and bottom layer was 0 mg/L. The average TBO uptake in the cells was $1.1 \times 10^3$ mg/L. The average Fv in the biofilm was around 27.5. This number is much lower than the Fv (~70) in planktonic state if the surrounding concentration in 40 mg/L. It is most likely the Fv in the biofilm lower layer is quite low.
Chapter 6
Monte Carlo Simulation for Light Propagation in 3D Tooth Model

Monte Carlo simulation is implemented in a three dimension model to simulate the light propagation in the tooth and presented in this chapter. The goal of this research is to estimate the light energy deposition in the target region in the tooth with given light source information, tooth optical properties and tooth structure. With this Monte Carlo model, we can find the proper light source/dosage and incident point to meet the photodynamic therapy dosage requirement.

6.1 Introduction

For photodynamic therapy or other optical therapy for the tooth, input light dosage needs to be estimated according to the required dosage in the target site [89]. According to the nature of the disease, the target site could be inside the tooth [90]. (Please refer the introduction of oral disease in Section 1.2 “oral biofilm PDT”.) A model is necessary to simulate light propagation in the tooth. When the geometry model is very complicated, analytical solution for the light propagation will become quite difficult. One of the alternative approaches is the Monte Carlo simulation, which is a statistic based method, to resolve this problem. [91]

MCML program is the most famous Monte Carlo program in biomedical optics field [92]. It has been validated and widely applied to many different applications. However, MCML is a multi layer model which won’t fit for our tooth structure [93].
A three dimensional multi block Monte Carlo model has been developed and implemented. The program is designate for tooth geometry model. It is a good tool for the photodynamic therapy dosage estimation. The implementation of Monte Carlo tooth model and 2 use cases are presented in this chapter.

6.2 Theory

6.2.1 Introduction

Monte Carlo simulation has been used to solve a variety of physical and mathematical problems, as well as finance analysis [94]. In all applications of the Monte Carlo method, a stochastic model is constructed in which the expected value of a certain random variable (or of a combination of several variables) is equivalent to the value of a physical quantity to be determined [95]. The essential of this method is statistical sampling for complicated system usually with at least two degree of freedom. The term Monte Carlo was coined in the 1940s by physicists in the Los Alamos National Laboratory.

For light propagation application, Monte Carlo simulation offers a flexible and rigorous approach toward photon transport in turbid tissues. Monte Carlo simulation describes local rules of photon propagation. The photon propagation rules include:
1) Probability distributions for the step size of photon movement between sites of photon-tissue interaction;
2) Angles of deflection in a photon's trajectory when a scattering event occurs.

Monte Carlo method is statistical based and relies on computing the propagation tracks of a large number of photons. Monte Carlo method also defines the termination of photon tracking, which is actually the mechanism to decide to kill a photon or add more weight if the photon weight is very low.

As a result of statistical sampling, this method requires a large amount of computation
time. It will be relatively difficult for real time calculation. Also the inversion problem of Monte Carlo method is difficult; usually a lookup table will be necessary and the computation load will be even huger.

Wang and Jacques published the MCML program and released the source code for biomedical optics research. The tooth model Monte Carlo program MCMB is developed based MCML. Therefore MCML will be used as an example to discuss the details of general Monte Carlo model for light propagation and its implementation.

### 6.2.2 Light propagation

Absorption coefficient $\mu_a$ is defined as the probability of photon absorption per unit pathlength, and the scattering coefficient $\mu_s$ is defined as the probability of photon scattering per unit pathlength. In the other words, the higher value of $\mu_a$ or $\mu_s$ means there will be more absorption/scattering possibility in certain pathlength. The total interaction coefficient $\mu_t$, which is the summation of the absorption coefficient $\mu_a$ and the scattering coefficient $\mu_s$, is also defined. The anisotropy $g$ is the average of the cosine value of the deflection angle during the scattering. The anisotropy will affect the light propagation in the phase function, which is the possibility distribution function for the deflection angle for each scattering events.

If we know the absorption coefficient $\mu_a$ or scattering coefficient factor $\mu_s$, we will be able to determine the distribution of the free path between two scattering/absorption events.

$$ P\{s \geq s_1\} = e^{(-\mu_t s_1)} \tag{6.1} $$

The equation 5.1 represents the possibility distribution function for free path with given total interaction coefficient $\mu_t$. If there is a uniform distributed random number $\xi$, the following equation will convert this random number to a free path distribution:
\[ s_1 = \frac{-\ln(1 - \xi)}{\mu_t} \] [6.2]

With the random number in the free path distribution, a step size \( s_1 \) is determined. The photon will move from the original position to the new position and the distance between these two positions is \( s_1 \). In the MCML program, the position of the photon packet is updated by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Photon_Ptr->x} & \leftarrow s_1 \times \text{Photon_Ptr->ux}; \\
\text{Photon_Ptr->y} & \leftarrow s_1 \times \text{Photon_Ptr->uy}; \\
\text{Photon_Ptr->z} & \leftarrow s_1 \times \text{Photon_Ptr->uz};
\end{align*}
\]

As the above codes shown, the photon position is \( \text{Photon_Ptr->x} \), \( \text{Photon_Ptr->y} \), and \( \text{Photon_Ptr->z} \); the movement direction is \( \text{Photon_Ptr->ux} \), \( \text{Photon_Ptr->uy} \), and \( \text{Photon_Ptr->uz} \).

When the photon has moved to a new position, an absorption/scattering event happens. A fraction of the photon’s current weight \( W \), will be deposited into the new position. The amount of deposited photon weight \( \Delta W \) is as below:

\[
\Delta W = W \frac{\mu_a}{\mu_t} \] [6.3]

The corresponding codes in Monte Carlo are as:

\[
\begin{align*}
dwa = & \text{Photon_Ptr->w} \times \text{Photon_Ptr->mua}/(\text{Photon_Ptr->mua}+\text{Photon_Ptr->mus}); \\
\text{Photon_Ptr->w} & \leftarrow dwa;
\end{align*}
\]

When the photon has a scattering event, there will be a deflection angle \( \theta \in [0, \pi) \) and azimuthal angle, \( \psi \in [0, 2\pi) \). The probability distribution for the cosine of the deflection angle, \( \cos \theta \), is defined as phase function. Phase function depends on the anisotropy \( g \). Henyey Greenstein function is experimentally found to be suitable for
the tissue phase function:

\[
p(\cos \theta) = \frac{1 - g^2}{2(1 + g^2 - 2g \cos \theta)^{3/2}} \quad [6.4]
\]

The conversion equation from a uniform random number to Henyey Greenstein distribution is:

If \( g > 0 \),

\[
\cos \theta = \frac{1}{2g} \left[ 1 + g^2 - \left( \frac{1 - g^2}{1 - g + 2g \xi} \right)^2 \right]
\]

If \( g = 0 \), \( \cos \theta = 2\xi - 1 \quad [6.5] \]

Although Henyey Greenstein function [98] is mostly used as phase function in Monte Carlo simulation, there are a few phase function may be yielded and which one is the best is still not clear. For example, Henyey Greenstein function does not reproduce the backscattering well, the double Henyey Greenstein function as equation 7.6 is yielded for better reproduce of light scattering [96]. \( P_{DHG} \) is the double Henyey Greenstein function, \( P_{HG} \) is the Henyey Greenstein function, \( a \) is a constant number around 0.9.

\[
P_{DHG}(\theta, a, g_1, g_2) = aP_{HG}(\theta, g_1) + (1 - a)P_{HG}(\theta, g_2) \quad [6.6]
\]

Figure 5.1 shows three different phase functions. The scatterers are 1 micron diameter spheres, refraction index ratio is 1.128 and the incident light wavelength is 0.65 micron. Anisotropy \( g \) is 0.932. Transform method was used [97] to generate random numbers following the scattering angle distribution for each corresponding phase function from a uniform distributed random number.
Three phase functions, including Henyey Greenstein function, Double Henyey Greenstein function and Mie-theory-Generated phase function into the Monte Carlo simulation program. With the same anisotropy, we compared the difference of Monte Carlo results (in the form of the reflectance flux as function of radius $R(r)$) for the 3 phase function and found that there is significant difference when light source is collimated beam and focused beam. The light sources were collimated pencil beam (radius equal to 0); the incident light wavelength was $0.65 \mu$m.

The phase function effect region includes the 3.4% of the total reflectance light. The phase function effect region is 0.105cm. It's about one mean free path (0.1cm). We found that the main effect of phase function is close to the incident point.
However in the tooth model, our target is the region deep inside the incident point. Therefore, the phase function will not have significant effect on this case and we will use the Henyey Greenstein function as phase function for this program.

The azimuthally angle follows a uniformly distribution in the interval 0 to 2π, therefore, it can be calculated as the following equation. ξ is the uniformed random number.

\[ \psi = 2\pi \xi \] [6.7]

Here the corresponding codes for deflection angle change in function “spin”; The first line “SpinTheta” is the function to generate phase function distributed reflectance angle.

```c
const = SpinTheta(g);    /* get the deflection angle from phase function. */
sint = sqrt(1.0 - cost*cost);    /* sqrt() is faster than sin(). */
psi = 2.0*PI*RandomNum();    /* spin psi 0-2pi. */
cosp = cos(psi);
if(psi<PI)
```
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sinp = sqrt(1.0 - cosp*cosp);

 /* sqrt() is faster than sin(). */

else

    sinp = - sqrt(1.0 - cosp*cosp);

if(fabs(uz) > COSZERO) { /* normal incident. */
    Photon_Ptr->ux = sint*cosp;
    Photon_Ptr->uy = sint*sinp;
    Photon_Ptr->uz = cost*SIGN(uz);

    /* SIGN() is faster than division. */
}
else { /* regular incident. */

double temp = sqrt(1.0 - uz*uz);

    Photon_Ptr->ux = sint*(ux*uz*cosp - uy*sinp)
        /temp + ux*cost;
    Photon_Ptr->uy = sint*(uy*uz*cosp + ux*sinp)
        /temp + uy*cost;
    Photon_Ptr->uz = -sint*cosp*temp + uz*cost;
}

6.2.3 Photon termination

During the photon movement, a photon will be terminated automatically if it is out of the tissue. For a photon that is still propagating inside the tissue, if the photon weight \( W \) is below a threshold value \( W_{th} \) after many absorption events effect, it will be also terminated. This is because further propagation of the photon will give little information and calculation time will increase. Proper termination should be implemented such that the final energy deposition will be equal to the initial input energy. Russian roulette is used to handle the photon termination when \( W < W_{th} \).

The roulette technique gives the photon packet one of \( m \) (e.g., \( m = 10 \)) chance to
survive with new weight of mW. If the photon packet does not survive in the roulette, the photon weight is reduced to zero and the photon is terminated.

\[
W = \begin{cases} 
  mW, & \text{if } \xi \leq 1/m \\
  0, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \quad [6.8]
\]

6.2.4 MCML geometry

In MCML, Monte Carlo simulation program deals with the transport of an infinitely narrow photon beam perpendicularly incident on a multi-layered tissue as shown as Figure 6.3 Each layer is infinitely wide, the thickness, the refractive index, the absorption coefficient \( \mu_a \), the scattering coefficient \( \mu_s \), and the anisotropy factor \( g \) is defined by the user. The output result is stored as energy deposition and fluence rate.

![Figure 6.3 Geometry of MCML](image)

6.3 3D Monte Carlo Tooth Model --- MCMB

MCML has been well validated and widely applied and it is a very good reference for
this study. MCMB is developed based on MCML; the update for the 3D tooth model will be described in this section.

6.3.1 Geometry Model and Optical Properties of Tooth:
The Figure 6.4 shows the geometry of the MC tooth model. The tooth is divided into four parts which are corresponding to enamel, gum, dentin and pulp according the real tooth structure. Please refer the introduction chapter for details about the tooth structure.

![Figure 6.4a Tooth structure for Monte Carlo simulation](image)

In Figure 6.4a, the tooth structure has been simplified to reduce the calculation load. This model is cylindrical symmetrical system as MCML model. However, we will not store the result in a cylindrical coordinate system as MCML. The reason will be
discussed lately in the result store section. Each pixel in this tooth model is a 0.01x0.01x0.01 cm cube. The size of tooth (crown part) is 100 pixel x 100 pixel x 50 pixel. Please refer Figure 6.4b for details of the geometry model for tooth.

\[ a = 0.1 \text{ cm}; \quad b = 0.15 \text{ cm}; \quad c = 0.3 \text{ cm} \]

Figure 6.4b Tooth dimension in Monte Carlo model

The optical properties of tooth component have been carefully studied by literature review [109, 110] and are shown below. Gum and pulp optical properties have not been explored yet, some reasonable number is used:

\[ \mu_a(\lambda) = \ln 10 \varepsilon(\lambda) 150 / 64500 \quad [6.9] \]

Hemoglobin has a normal concentration of 150g/liter of blood; 64,500 as the gram molecular weight of hemoglobin. The goal of this Monte Carlo model is to provide a toolkit for researchers and clinicians to estimate the PDT dosage. We assume that there are 95% oxy-hemoglobin (\(\mu_a: 488 \text{ cm}^{-1}/\text{M}\)) and 5% deoxy-hemoglobin (\(\mu_a: 3796 \text{ cm}^{-1}/\text{M}\)). We assume that the blood content in the pulp is 10%. The absorption coefficient \(\mu_a\) is from reference [87]. The program also provides the user to input optical properties of tooth by themselves, since tooth optical properties vary for
different samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\lambda$=633nm</th>
<th>$\mu_s$ [cm$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$\mu_a$ [cm$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$g$ [-]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enamel</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentine</td>
<td></td>
<td>260</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum</td>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulp</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 Tooth optical properties

6.3.2 Data structure of MCMB

For data structure, the main change of the Monte Carlo tooth model to the original MCML program is new vertical layers. In the layer structure, vertical or horizontal layer and layer position information is added. In the photon structure, the current vertical layer where the photon stays is added. At any time, the vertical layer of the current photon will be recorded because different vertical layer has different optical properties and the boundary handling function will also be changed to adapt vertical layer crossing.

6.3.3 Light source implementation

One of the goals for this tooth Monte Carlo program is to find what is the best position for the incident light and the proper light source type (point spread light, pencil beam or etc.) Therefore, the light source implement need to be very flexible such that all the possibilities could be tested. In MCML, the incident point of the light source is fixed and it will always be a pencil beam. (Other type of light is tested using a program called CONV [99].) This will not meet our requirement. We need to write our own light source code.

The photon data structure includes the position of the photon (x, y, z) and the direction...
of the photon \((u_x, u_y, u_z)\) as shown below. These parameters are defined in the function “LaunchPhoton”.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Photon\_Ptr->x} &= 0.0; \\
\text{Photon\_Ptr->y} &= 0.0; \\
\text{Photon\_Ptr->z} &= 0.0;
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Photon\_Ptr->ux} &= 0; \\
\text{Photon\_Ptr->uy} &= 0; \\
\text{Photon\_Ptr->uz} &= 1;
\end{align*}
\]

The above codes represent that the incident light at the central point of the first layer surface and it is a pencil beam with the direction parallel to the \(z\) axis as shown in Figure 6.5 light source #1.

If the light source is a point spread light at the point between enamel and gum, the definition in “LaunchPhoton” is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Photon\_Ptr->x} &= 0.3;
\end{align*}
\]
Photon_Ptr->y = 0.0;
Photon_Ptr->z = 0.25;

ux0 = 1-2*RandomNum();
uy0 = 1-2*RandomNum();
uz0 = 1-2*RandomNum();
uR = sqrt(ux0*ux0 + uy0*uy0 + uz0*uz0);
Photon_Ptr->ux = ux0/uR;
Photon_Ptr->uy = uy0/uR;
Photon_Ptr->uz = uz0/uR;

The isotropic point spread light source is also shown in Figure 6.5 as light source #2. After the photon is launched, the first thing is specular reflectance if there is a mismatched boundary at the tissue/air interface. The refractive indices of the outside medium and tissue are $n_1$ and $n_2$. According to Snell's Law, the specular reflectance, $R_{sp}$ is:

$$R_{sp} = \frac{(n_1 - n_2)^2}{(n_1 + n_2)^2} \quad [6.10]$$

### 6.3.4 Function for photons crossing boundary

The boundary handling strategy is quite different for the tooth model because the geometry structure of Monte Carlo program has changed. There are several vertical boundary implemented in this program. A new “HitBoundary” function is developed for either vertical or the tilt layers crossing.

When a photon is going to hit the boundary, there will be two steps. The first step is to calculate the distance between the original point and the point in the boundary the photon will cross. The photon will be moved to this point in the boundary and if the photon will be reflected or cross the boundary depends on this equation:
\[ R(\alpha_i) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{\sin^2(a_i - a_j)}{\sin^2(a_i + a_j)} + \frac{\tan^2(a_i - a_j)}{\tan^2(a_i + a_j)} \right] \]  

A random number will be generated to determine if the photon reflected or crossed. If it is reflected, the photon will be moved further in the reflected direction and deposit the weight. For the crossed case, the step size will be converted in the new tissue for new optical properties.

The main difference for the 3D program is the vertical layers. I used the above strategy to handle it. When the hitting boundary will happen, I will firstly determine which boundary it will hit by comparing the distance from original point to the boundary points and determine the new optical properties. The conversion of step size is actually converting the step size to a possibility for different layers.

### 6.3.5 Monte Carlo Output

For the MCML program, a cylindrical coordinate system is used. Each point at the same radius to the central \( r \) and depth \( z \) will have the same effect for flux and energy deposition. Therefore the data structure for the output is store as \( r-z \) coordinate.

The output of MCMB will also be different because the cylindrical symmetry has been broken induced by the light source location and direction change. Light source will not only be in the central point of the first layer surface; it could be any where in the tooth. The result record will be stored from \( \theta-r-z \) coordinate to \( x-y-z \) coordinate. This change means the size of storage space will be significantly larger. Fortunately, the user will only care about the output for certain layers, for example the central layer or the layer where the light source or the PDT treatment target locates. Therefore, only certain layer of the fluence rate and energy deposition will be stored in the MCMB program in a 50x100 array (corresponding to the 50x100 pixels in X-Z in tooth geometry model).
A Matlab program is developed to read the output file from MCMB program and generate the images of the results. The results of the Matlab include energy deposition and fluence rate, as shown in Figure 6.6

![Figure 6.6 An example of MCMB output](image)

The top figure in Figure 6.6 is the energy deposition distribution in the tooth model. It shows the X-Z distribution the central slice in the Y axis. 100,000 photons were launched and the energy deposit in each pixel was recorded. In the bottom figure of Figure 6.6, fluence rate is also documented. Fluence rate is always continuous although there are boundaries in the tooth model.

### 6.4 Use Cases

Two use cases are presented in this section based on practical PDT application. In a PDT treatment, required dosage delivered to the target region should meet the treatment requirement but surround tissue should not be damaged. The first case is to compare the delivered dosage profile between a broad beam and a narrow beam for
the same amount of input energy at the same incident point. The second case is compare different incident point for the same light source type and input energy.

6.4.1 Light source comparison: broad beam vs. narrow (pencil) beam

Broad collimated beam has the same size (diameter) as the enamel in our tooth model. Pencil beam is collimated and the size of the beam is extremely narrow (1 voxel in this case). In general, pencil beam has more concentrated energy to the target region. However it may also put more energy into the pulp, which is very vulnerable to light irradiation. In this study, the tooth energy deposition profile was compared between broad beam and pencil beam as shown in Figure 5.7a. This comparison will help clinician to decide which light source is better. 500,000 photons were launched for each light source and energy deposition Aₑₑ in the tooth is documented and displayed as Figure 6.7 b and c.
Figure 6.7: Use case #1: Board Beam vs. Narrow Beam (a) Experiment Design (b) Broad beam Result (Top: Energy deposition, Bottom: Fluence rate) (c) Narrow Beam
6.4.2 Compare incident light position

In a PDT treatment, the clinician needs to determine which the best point to place the incident light source is. The criteria of best incident point are the more energy deposits to the target region and other region does not have enough light energy to damage the tissue. Monte Carlo tooth program was run for different incident light location and the energy deposition results are compared.

Figure 6.8a shows the setup of MC tooth experiment to determine which the best incident point is. In this experiment, there is one voxel with target cells (bacteria) at position X = 0.25, Y = 0 and Z = 0.15cm. The bacteria voxel size is 0.01x0.01x0.01 in cm. The density of bacteria is roughly 1 gram/cm$^3$. According to the photodynamic therapy result, the bacteria in this voxel require PDTth1=6.60x10$^{13}$ photons to successfully accomplish the PDT treatment.

Pencil beam was used as light source in this case. Two incident points were tested with Monte Carlo program as shown in Figure 6.8 a. In each test, 500,000 photons were launched in the incident point; the energy deposition at the bacteria position was documented for each test and compared. Figure 6.8 b show the MC tooth result for the two incident points.
Figure 6.8: Use case #2: Comparison between 2 incident point of doctor’s choice (a) Experiment Design (b) Incident Point #1 Result (Top: Energy deposition, Bottom: Fluence rate) (c) Incident Point #2 Result (Top: Energy deposition, Bottom: Fluence rate)
The energy deposition $A$ in photon weight at the incident point is displayed as Table 6.2. We can get transmission $T$ from the energy deposition.

$$T = \frac{A}{N_{ph}V\mu_{a_{dentine}}} [6.12]$$

$N_{ph}$ is the initial photon (500,000) and $V$ is the voxel volume ($10^{-6} \text{ cm}^{-1}$) and $\mu_{a_{dentine}}$ is the absorption coefficient of dentine. According to the required energy deposition $PDTth1$ for one voxel is $6.60 \times 10^{13}$ photons to accomplish PDT. $PDTth1$ is as the following equation:

$$PDTth1 = Q\mu_{a_{PS}}T\frac{\lambda}{hc} [6.13]$$

$Q$ is the required energy delivered in the incident point for PDT requirement. $\mu_{a_{PS}}$ is the absorption coefficient for the photosensitizer in the bacteria cell ($1.1 \times 10^3 \text{ cm}^{-1}$). $\lambda$ is wavelength (633nm in this case), $h$ is Planck constant and $c$ is the speed of light.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#1</th>
<th>#2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy deposition [photon]</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@ target point B for dentin per 500,000 photon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy required at incident point [mJ]</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Result for Case #2

In this equation, the only unknown term in $Q$. The higher $Q$ value means more energy needs to be delivered to the tooth. We want to find the best incident point with least irradiation energy to the tooth. As table 6.2 shows, in this case incident point #1 is the best point since it needs delivery less light for enough PDT dosage.

The above case only considers one voxel of bacteria; in clinical practice, the bacteria region is usually larger than one voxel size. We can still calculate the energy required
for each voxel and in most cases the bacteria absorption is relatively small and won’t change the Monte Carlo result significantly. If the bacteria region is quite large, perturbation theory can be used to create some negative light source and balance the absorption effect of bacteria.

6.5 Conclusion and Discussion

The oral biofilm will not always grow in the surface of tooth; sometimes it may also growth in the crack or the cavity of tooth. Some novel designs of PDT light source based on optical fiber has been designed for light power delivery. However, in some cases the fiber still can’t access the biofilm. The light needs to irradiate on the surface and penetrate into the tooth.

In this chapter Monte Carlo tooth model is developed as a tool for clinician application. Light propagation into the tooth geometry model is simulated statistically. According to the results in the photodynamic therapy dosage, two use cases are presented to demonstrate the light source type comparison and incident point comparison. The computation time is less than 30 seconds to get a quite good result for tooth model. This will be feasible to design a clinical photodynamic therapy plan in the dentist’s office.
Chapter 7:
General Discussion and Conclusion

This dissertation has presented theoretical model and analysis approach for oral antibiotics based photodynamic therapy. Photosensitizer distribution and deposition, light source calibration and light diffusion, photodynamic therapy dosage threshold which are all key factors of photodynamic therapy application have been discussed.

Because of the nature of the target cells: oral bacteria in planktonic state and biofilm state, some traditional approaches to studied photodynamic therapy are not suitable. A novel light propagation model for confocal microscope was validated and applied (Chapter 2B) in this study for photosensitizer distribution analysis in biofilm. Reflectance spectroscopy was yielded to determine the photosensitizer deposition in planktonic bacteria cells (Chapter 2A). PDT light source was calibrated (Chapter 3) and PDT result was analyzed as survival curves (Chapter 4). PDT dosage was determined (Chapter 5). A 3D Monte Carlo simulation model was developed and applied for light propagation in tooth to estimate the light irradiation dosage (Chapter 6).

7.1 Confocal microscopy model for PS distribution in biofilm
The confocal reflectance signal follows exponential decay equation 2.8. Local reflectivity $\rho$ can be expressed as equation 2.11 and attenuation $\mu$ can be expressed as equation 2.10 if absorption can be ignored. In the other words, local reflectivity and attenuation has a 2-2 correspondence to the optical properties of the subject (tissue or
phantom). When the subject is measured using confocal microscope, the optical properties can be determined by fitting the confocal signal curve and convert $\rho$ and $\mu$ to $\mu_s'$ and $g$.

When absorber is added into the subject, comparing the difference between equation 2.10 and equation 2.13, the adding absorber effect can be calculated and the added absorber concentration can be determined. In Chapter 3, polystyrene sphere and Toluidine Blue O (TBO) solution was made to validate this model. Different polystyrene sphere concentration was yield for scattering dominated case and absorber dominated case. In each case, polystyrene sphere only and polystyrene sphere with different concentration of TBO solution were measured by confocal microscope. TBO concentration was determined and compared to real concentration. The error is less than 15%.

Estimating the PS concentration in the biofilm is to ensure any location in the biofilm has enough PS for PDT. In the biofilm photosensitizer (TBO) concentration measurement experiment, the concentration of TBO is not homogeneous in the biofilm. However the equation 2.13 for light propagation in biofilm can still be applied. Biofilm with no TBO added and with TBO added was measured by confocal microscope. A biofilm holder was designed to ensure the coordinator registration for the two measurements. The only difference between the two measurements are equation 2.14, thus the summation of TBO concentration from top layer to the measurement layer can be calculated. And finally each layer TBO concentration can be determined.

Because of the dimension of biofilm and heterogeneous distribution of photosensitizer, estimation of PS concentration quantity is quite difficult. This method used reflectance mode confocal microscope, the resolution is 0.8 um and it can get the local PS concentration in any position in the biofilm.
7.2 Planktonic state PS uptake

The PS has selectivity for the target cells; in this study, TBO has selectivity to the S. mutans cells. Selectivity is very important property of PS to ensure the PDT happen in the target cells and eliminate the damage of surrounding cells. Therefore, the TBO concentration in the S.mutans cells will be much higher than the initial TBO concentration.

S.mutans with TBO (after waiting for TBO deposition) was collected using centrifuging method. Polystyrene sphere and collected S. mutans cells were put together. Reflectance spectrum was measured. The reflectance spectrum depends on the reduced scattering coefficient (mostly from polystyrene sphere) and absorption coefficient (mostly from the S. mutans with TBO). The concentration of polystyrene sphere was calibrated using standard (polystyrene sphere and pure TBO) therefore, the reduced scattering coefficient is known. The only unknown factor absorption coefficient can be determined with measured spectrum; TBO concentration in the S. mutans cells can be determined. Different initial TBO concentration and different waiting time were used and TBO concentration is each case was determined. A model of TBO diffusion into the S. mutans cells was built.

To measure the absorption in the S. mutans cells with TBO, transmission measurement and reflectance measurement could be the two candidates. Actually both methods have been tested. We found that the transmission measurement won’t be accurate because the absorption of S. mutans with TBO is very small and any inaccuracy in the measurement will result dramatic different of the final TBO concentration. For the reflectance method, the measurement is relative robust since the measurement is a combination of TBO absorption and polystyrene sphere scattering.

7.3 Light calibration and PDT dosage analysis
To compare the light dosage for different groups using different light source, our light source need to be calibrated to a certain wavelength. In the S. mutans PDT case, we will calibrate our tungsten filament to 633 nm.

To calibrate the light source, the OceanOptics spectrometer is calibrated from arbitrary unit to real unit (mW) firstly. A HeNe laser (633 nm) was measured for power with a power meter. Then the HeNe laser was measured using the spectrometer. From those two measurements, the convert value from arbitrary unit to real unit is found for 633 nm. In the next step, a tungsten light source with vendor provided irradiation spectrum was measured with OceanOptics spectrometer. Since we know the shape of tungsten light irradiation spectrum and we also measured it using the OceanOptics spectrometer, we are able to calculate the shape of convert value curve (from arbitrary unit to real unit) for the OceanOptics spectrometer. Because we know the convert value at 633 nm, we can get each number in the convert value curve.

With a calibrated spectrometer, we used it to measure our light source (a 500W tungsten filament), all our measurement were in real unit. We also measured the absorption spectrum of TBO. Therefore, we were able to calculate the effective dosage which is defined as how much of the light in 633 nm is equal to the effect of our current light source.

With the calibrated light source, PDT experiments were studied with survival curve using CFU counting. The threshold dose was calculated according to survival curve and compared with other groups. With measured TBO concentration, the PDT dosage threshold as how much of photon is needed to kill 1 gram of target cell was also measured. It has been shown than the dosage threshold of planktonic bacteria is around $10^{21}$ photon/g.
7.4 Monte Carlo simulation

While the light dosage is estimated by the previous studies, the next question will be how much of the light will be irradiated to the target region. This answer will be obvious if the target region is in superficial layer of tooth, however it will not always be that case. Sometimes the biofilm resides in the crack of the tooth. We need to find the proper irradiation and the proper position to shine the light. The goal is ensure the light deposition is enough for the target cells and not too much to damage the other tissue.

Light propagation is more complicated than other models because it includes both scattering and absorption. Especially in a complicated geometry model, the analytical solution is usually impossible. In biomedical fields, people use a statistical base method Monte Carlo simulation to study those issues. In this dissertation, a 3D Monte Carlo model was developed. Different light source and different boundary conditions was implemented into this model. Both energy deposition and light irradiation in the tooth is calculated.

We also developed several use cases to demonstrate the 3D tooth Monte Carlo model. In the use cases, the different light sources (pencil beam and broad beam) were compared for PDT result. Different light incident points were also compared to help the clinician to find the proper incident point with better light irradiation results. The goal of this study was using Monte Carlo tooth model to meet the PDT light dosage requirements and not to induce too much light to damage the surrounding tissue such as tooth pulp.

7.5 Antibiotics PDT perspective

Photodynamic therapy for antibiotic purposes has a bright perspective however there is still a lot work to be done before the clinical application to benefit the human beings. PDT success needs collaboration of microbiologist, biomedical scientist,
dentists. It was very lucky for me to find professors supporting me from different fields. From the biomedical optics point of view, we can provide approaches to quantitative light propagation analysis, photosensitizer distribution and deposition analysis. Those are very important because we need to make sure the PDT has enough killing effects to prevent the bacteria to grow again, also PDT won’t induce damage to the other tissues.

Since it has been demonstrated that PDT has significant killing effect for S. mutans bacteria in both planktonic state and biofilm, some clinical work will be necessary to prove it works well for human being without significant side effects. It will also be nice to find better photosensitizer with properties of selectivity, cheap, and no side effects.

Besides those studies just mentioned above, researchers begins to work on other interesting issues such as pain management in PDT process, bacteria regrowth behavior after PDT and etc. Also biofilm behavior and PDT mechanism for biofilm are not clear yet; it would be quite important to understand those fundamental issues.
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